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Titre : Conception collaborative en Réalité Augmentée : prise en charge de vues multiples et de
versions parallèles de l’espace de conception
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Résumé : La collaboration est un aspect essen-
tiel du processus de conception. Au cours de
ses premières phases, plusieurs concepteurs
se réunissent pour partager leurs connais-
sances et leur expertise afin de résoudre
les problèmes de conception. Ils génèrent,
évaluent et comparent de nouvelles idées
pour trouver lesmeilleures solutions possibles.
Les technologies de réalité augmentée (RA)
peuvent rendre ce processus encore plus effi-
cace en fournissant des outils de création nu-
mérique 3Dqui superposent un contenu virtuel
3D aux objets physiques.

Ma thèse explore comment les technolo-
gies de RA peuvent améliorer les tâches de
conception collaborative. Bien que les sys-
tèmes de RA imposent d’ancrer le contenu vir-
tuel dans le monde réel, je m’intéresse à élar-
gir les limites de la conception d’interaction au-
delà de ce qui est possible dans le monde phy-
sique. Pour atteindre cet objectif, j’étudie cette
approche dans des situations de collaboration
co-localisée et à distance.

Lorsque les concepteurs sont co-localisés
dans un même environnement de RA, ils par-
tagent le même espace physique et les mêmes
objets. Toutefois, cela peut s’avérer problé-
matique pour explorer rapidement de nom-
breuses idées, car ils risquent d’occuper le
même espace et de se dérangermutuellement.
De plus, le fait d’avoir ses créations visibles par
les autres peut être une source d’inhibition.

Pour surmonter ces limites, je propose un
cadre conceptuel permettant à plusieurs ver-
sions du contenu virtuel de coexister dans des
espaces virtuels parallèles. Les concepteurs
peuvent ainsi désynchroniser partiellement ou
totalement leur environnement virtuel pour ex-
plorer indépendamment plusieurs conceptions
alternatives, puis le synchroniser à nouveau
pour partager et comparer leurs conceptions
avec celles des autres. Pour illustrer cette ap-
proche, je présente un scénario dans lequel
deux concepteurs dessinent une robe virtuelle

en 3D sur un mannequin de couture physique.
Les concepteurs sont également amenés à

travailler à distance dans de nombreuses situa-
tions. Les outils de vidéoconférence peuvent
faciliter ce type de collaboration et sont deve-
nus extrêmement populaires pendant la pan-
démie de COVID-19 mais ils reposent principa-
lement sur le point de vue d’une seule caméra.
Ils ne donnent pas aux utilisateurs la liberté
d’inspecter l’espace de travail distant car cette
caméra est généralement fixe dans l’espace ou
son positionnement n’est pas contrôlable. Des
recherches antérieures dans le domaine de l’In-
teraction Humain-Machine (IHM) ont exploré
l’utilisation de reconstruction 3D pour aller au-
delà des outils reposant sur la vidéo. Cepen-
dant, ces techniques peuvent être complexes
à mettre en place, nécessitent une acquisition
de grande qualité et un réseau avec une large
bande passante.

Pour explorer des alternatives à la recons-
truction 3D, j’étudie des solutions qui s’ap-
puient, de façon complémentaire, sur des re-
présentations vidéo augmentées et virtuelles,
ainsi que sur différents points de vue. J’étu-
die d’abord les compromis qui peuvent exister
entre une vue augmentée à la première per-
sonne, une vue augmentée à la troisième per-
sonne et une vue entièrement virtuelle. Je pré-
sente ensuite ARgus, un système de communi-
cation vidéo multi-vues qui combine ces trois
vues grâce à des outils interactifs de naviga-
tion, de prévisualisation, de pointage et d’an-
notation. Je présente ensuite une deuxième
étude utilisateurs qui observe comment 12 par-
ticipants ont utilisé ARgus pour communiquer
des instructions à un utilisateur en RA afin de
placer des meubles physiques miniatures dans
unemaquette virtuelle demaison. Les résultats
suggèrent qu’ ARgus offre une certaine flexi-
bilité, permettant aux utilisateurs distants de
vérifier plus efficacement les contraintes spa-
tiales et réduisant leur besoin d’avoir recours à
des instructions verbales.



Enfin, je discute les limites de l’approche, qui
consiste à étendre les frontières de la concep-
tion d’interaction au-delà de ce qui est pos-
sible dans le monde physique. Je propose en-

suite des remarques générales sur la concep-
tion d’interaction dans les environnements de
RA et suggère des opportunités pour des tra-
vaux de recherche futurs.

Title : Collaborative Design in Augmented Reality : Supporting Multiple Views and Parallel Ver-
sions of the Design Spaces
Keywords : Human Computer Interaction, Collaboration, Augmented Reality

Abstract : Collaboration is a key aspect of the
design process. In its early stage, multiple de-
signers usually share their knowledge to solve
design problems by generating, evaluating, and
analyzing new ideas. Using Augmented Reality
(AR) technology, they benefit from 3D digital
creation tools in the context of the real world,
by overlaying and sharing a 3D virtual space on
top of a physical space.

AR designers can be co-located by percei-
ving the same physical spaces and physical ob-
jects. When they want to quickly explore many
ideas before discussing them with others du-
ring the early design stages, sharing the same
virtual space can be problematic. Indeed, de-
signers may compete for space when creating
or evaluating more than one idea at the same
time. Likewise, the visibility of their creation
may be a source of inhibition. But while being
in the same physical space implies remaining
tied to its physicality, evolvingwithin an additio-
nal virtual world goes beyond what is possible
in the real world. Should AR designers perceive
the same augmentations for the same physical
objects? How could they create, organize and
compare simultaneously different 3D virtual ar-
tifacts?

In this dissertation, I explore these ques-
tions with a conceptual framework that al-
lows multiple versions of augmentations of the
same physical object to coexist in parallel vir-
tual spaces. According to this framework, AR
designers can partially or totally desynchronize
their virtual environment to generate their own
content and then explore alternatives created
by others. I illustrate it with a scenario of col-
laborative design in Augmented Reality, where
two designers sketch in 3D around a physical

sewing mannequin to design a female dress.

On another hand, as we have seen during
the COVID-19 pandemic, physical proximity can
be challenged by an imposed distance. Still,
designers need to collaborate and share digi-
tal and physical content. While video-mediated
communication has been popular for remote
collaboration via traditional video conferencing
tools, this approach presents many limitations.
First, it mainly relies on a single-camera view-
point, which constrains the perception of the
remote workspace. In particular, users do not
have the freedom to inspect the remote works-
pace since cameras are commonly fixed in
space or their positioning is out of their control.
Also, pointing and annotating 3D content re-
mains challenging from a 2D screen. Previous
HCI research considered going beyond video-
mediated tools with 3D workspace reconstruc-
tions. However, as these techniques require a
high acquisition quality, I argue that they rely
on complex systems and a high network band-
width consumption.

Instead, I investigate solutions that rely on
the use of complementary representations and
views, which can be either fully virtual or aug-
mented. I first consider the tradeoffs of three
remote representations of an AR workspace :
a fully virtual representation, a first-person
view, and an external view. I then introduce
a multi-view video-mediated communication
system that combines these representations
through interactive tools for navigation, previe-
wing, pointing, and annotation. I report on a
second user study that observed how 12 parti-
cipants used ARgus to provide remote instruc-
tions for an AR furniture arrangement task.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

When people collaborate, they exchange, discuss, and confront differ-
ent ideas. Novices call for the expertise of collaborators when they are
stuck on a task. Similarly, experts help their less experienced partners
with a subject they know. And since interactive technologies can help
people work together, computer-mediated collaboration has been a
major topic of interest for research in Human-Computer Interaction
(HCI).

In this dissertation, I focus on collaborative tasks for 3D design,
such as product and urban design. Sharing ideas is often necessary
for solving design problems. Designers commonly work in groups.
They gather in the same space to communicate with each other and
mutualize their expertise. In architectural design, for example, struc-
tural engineers and architects meet together to find joint solutions and
plan the creation of a building. In HCI practice, interaction designers
conduct participatory design sessions with end users to brainstorm
with them or receive their feedback about design alternatives and
system prototypes. Designers also collaborate to create new designs by
combining their individual designs [208]. Studies on design tasks [51]
suggest that designers build better relationships within a group and
produce better quality results when they share multiple prototypes
with their peers.

A design process includes a series of stages, from coming up with
original ideas to building the final artifact. The earlier stages require
designers to think about what they want to create. Being more open-
ended, the goal is to encourage designers to be creative and explore the
space of possible design solutions. Sketching is a privileged practice
during these early design stages and serves to extend the designers’
line of thought [81]. The volume of sketches developed throughout
the design process by design teams is known to correlate positively
with the quality of the final design outcome [216]. However, sketching
is not the only avenue for designers to represent their thinking [259].
In product design, individuals who do not draw can clarify things
by realizing 3D prototypes. Therefore, design activities partly rely on
sketching but also on creating 3D artifacts as prototypes.

The objects of interest of 3D design practice exist in space. To get
meaning ("what can be done with it" vs. "how did it get there"), they
need context, which their surroundings and other interacting objects
can give. Thus, when designers design a new product, they consider
the spatial context in which this product will be. As stated by Bryan
Lawson [140], "the trick of good design is to get an appropriate amount

1



1.1 terminology 2

of order to meet the needs of the context or situation" [140]. For example,
architects might consider the environment around the construction
they are designing. Among others, they will pay attention to the
lighting, the shape of the ground, and how this new construction fits
in the landscape. Likewise, a car interior designer must be aware of
the car itself to think about what will fit inside. Will the surface of this
mirror cover the whole rear glass? Will the minimum inclination of
the driver’s seat be enough for people whose legs are shorter than
average? To answer all these questions, the designer needs to view the
artifact placed in context in 3D space.

Augmented Reality (AR) technologies help designers create and
manipulate virtual artifacts in context with the physical world. They
extend the visualization capabilities of traditional desktops by letting
users move around a 3D model as they would do around a physical
object. AR can also expose digital creations in interaction with physical
content. In the past, designers had to spend significant time building
physical prototypes to test their designs in physical space. Thus, AR
design tools let them quickly iterate over their solutions and save effort
and time.

My dissertation investigates the new opportunities of AR technolo-
gies and their implications for interaction design with a focus on
collaborative design tasks.

1.1 terminology

In Milgram’s reality-virtuality continuum [162], Mixed Reality (MR)
bridges the gap between Reality and Virtual Reality (VR), and AR
is a subset of it. However, the terms AR and MR are often used
interchangeably because their boundaries are not clearly defined. In
my dissertation, I sometimes refer to MR systems as many of their
aspects are relevant to AR. Similarly, because reality and virtuality
are connected within Milgram’s continuum, I also discuss research
literature on VR systems, which often provide insights about the
design of AR systems.

1.2 problem formulation

Fully virtual environments pose few constraints on how a workspace
is shared among collaborators and provide unlimited opportunities
for interaction design. As Sutherland [224] wrote in The Ultimate Dis-
play: "there is no reason why the objects displayed by a computer have to
follow the ordinary rules of physical reality with which we are familiar".
Metaphors facilitate interaction design. They rely on users’ previous
experience to ease the learning of new systems and can be inspired by
situations from the physical world [6]. For example, as in a physical
environment, a first-person view of a virtual space can follow the
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user’s head movement. Similarly, collaborators in a virtual environ-
ment can perceive virtual objects in the same position. Previous work
in Virtual Reality has also explored interactions independent from
physical metaphors. For example, users in the same physical space
can be immersed in different virtual spaces [248]. Virtual objects can
be duplicated when manipulation conflict arises, allowing parallel
manipulations for design exploration [257]. Likewise, modifying the
spatial geometry of virtual spaces helps visualize occluded 3D models
[56].

In AR environments, in contrast, the virtual content needs to pre-
serve its connection with the physical world. And unlike virtual spaces,
physical objects only exist in one state at a time and are common for
everyone. Thus, designing interactive systems for AR is especially
challenging, as we need to consider the constraints of the physical
world carefully, but also take advantage of traditional communication
codes that naturally emerge during our physical interactions with
others, such as gestures and gaze.

But AR technologies also allow for pushing the limits of interaction
design far beyond what is possible in the physical world. For example,
collaborators in an AR environment may be provided with personal-
ized views of the virtual space. They can also get access to alternative
or richer representations that are optimal for different aspects of their
task. My goal is to understand such possibilities better and develop
new interaction mechanisms for AR that help design teams collaborate
more effectively.

I consider the physical distance between collaborators as a key di-
mension that determines my research directions and solutions. Specif-
ically, I distinguish between co-located collaboration, when designers
evolve in the same space and are physically close to each other, and
remote collaboration, where designers work remotely and do not share
the same physical space.

Co-located collaboration. In many physical-world situations, more
than one designer needs to collaborate together around the same
physical space. If this collaboration takes place in an AR environment,
all collaborators will perceive the physical space and the physical
objects in the exact same way. But what about their virtual spaces and
their virtual design creations? Should they also be shared? I argue
that this solution would be problematic, especially during the early
design stages when designers want to quickly explore a large number
of ideas before they discuss them with others. Also, as the number
of designs increases, several questions emerge: Where should they
be placed in space? Who is their owner? How can we help multiple
designers iterate on these designs? What tools do they need to merge
ideas together? The first problem that I study is framed around these
questions.
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Remote collaboration. In other situations, designers have to work
together remotely. For this collaboration to be effective, the designers
must be aware of the physical and virtual workspace of each other.
They also need to keep track of the actions of their collaborators and
be able to communicate with traditional interaction modalities, such
as voice, gaze, and gesture. Video conferencing tools can assist such
collaboration scenarios and became extremely popular during the
COVID-19 pandemic [258]. Video-mediated communication is easy to
set up and relies on devices (e.g., webcams or smartphones) already
available to many users.

Video-mediated collaboration presents many limitations, though.
First, it relies on a single-camera viewpoint, which constrains the per-
ception of the remote workspace. In particular, users do not have the
freedom to inspect the remote workspace since cameras are commonly
fixed in space or their positioning is out of their control. The second
problem I study in this dissertation is how to improve video-mediated
communication, focusing again on 3D design tasks.

To address this problem, the past HCI literature has investigated
a range of technologies that go beyond traditional video-mediated
communication by allowing users to see and interact with a remote
workspace through richer representations and augmented views [9].
Although recent systems have also tried to provide users with recon-
structed virtual representations of a distant workspace (e.g., through
point clouds [8], light fields [163] or mixed methods [238]), I argue
that such technologies are still expensive in bandwidth and hardware
resources, while the quality of reconstructed images is often low. In-
stead, I investigate solutions that rely on the use of complementary
representations and views, which can be either fully virtual or aug-
mented. My goal is to understand their trade-offs better and explore
new interaction possibilities when they are combined together.

1.3 methodology and contributions

To study the first problem, I developed a conceptual framework, fo-
cusing on how to help designers collaborate in the same physical
space through parallel versions of virtual design objects. According
to Rogers [193], a framework is “a set of interrelated concepts and/or
a set of specific questions intended to inform a particular domain
area.” Frameworks are considered as theoretical contributions [255].
Girouard et al. [78] argue that they are “the foundation of strong
research” and identify three framework types: abstracting, design-
ing, and building. The framework that I present in this dissertation
is partly designing and partly building: it conceptualizes interaction
concepts while also aiming to help implement new systems. I illustrate
the framework with a collaborative design scenario. I also present a
system that implements its key functionality.
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To investigate the second problem, I developed ARgus, a multi-view
remote collaboration system. I also conducted two user studies. The
goal of the first study was to inform the design of ARgus. The goal of
the second study was to evaluate the system.

In summary, the main contributions of this dissertation are:

theoretical . It introduces a conceptual framework for co-located
collaboration. According to this framework, the collaborators
can synchronize and desynchronize their virtual spaces through
interactive containers that I call Version Objects. As their name im-
plies, these objects enable users to create and interactively man-
age versions of 3D content in their workspace. The framework
provides tools for navigation and comparison among versions.

technical . It presents a system that applies the concepts of the
above framework to collaborative 3D sketching. Furthermore,
it introduces ARgus, a multi-view remote collaboration system.
ARgus helps remote desktop users collaborate with a local de-
signer who wears an AR headset and interacts in 3D space. The
system provides tools for effectively switching among different
representations of the remote workspace, virtually navigating in
this space while pointing and annotating 3D content.

empirical . It presents the results of two user studies. The first study
explores the trade-offs of different workspace representations,
viewpoints, and navigation controls for remote desktop users. Its
results inform the design of ARgus. The second study observes
the use of ARgus and compares it with a common configuration,
where remote users have only access to a first-person view of
the remote AR workspace. Reflecting on its results, I discuss the
strengths of multi-view collaboration but also the costs associ-
ated with the additional complexity of interaction.

1.4 thesis overview

Chapter 2 presents previous work on collaborative design, focusing
on the impact and possible roles of immersive technologies. I start
by reviewing design workflows and methods, either from the point
of view of individual designers or groups of designers who work
together. I then look at how computer-mediated technologies support
these design workflows and methods, with particular attention to the
use of video and AR. I also review AR and VR systems and techniques
that support collaboration between co-located or remote users and
identify collaboration mechanisms involved in this context. Finally, I
examine alternative virtual representations of physical content (i.e.,
physical design artifacts, the physical surroundings, and the actual
people who engage in collaboration), focusing on virtual navigation
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and transformation techniques that have no equivalent in the real
world.

Chapter 3 examines scenarios of co-located collaboration during the
early phases of design when sketching is commonly used. I present AR
techniques for generating and comparing alternative designs, which I
frame within a conceptual framework. The framework supports inter-
action with parallel design versions, which can be shared or remain
private. In my design, I take to leverage the benefits of physical inter-
action between collaborators, but I also try to go beyond its traditional
norms or the constraints of real-world physics. I demonstrate my
approach with a scenario in which two fashion designers sketch ideas
of a virtual cloth around a physical sewing mannequin. I describe a
system that implements this scenario. This work will be presented as
long paper at the 34th Francophone Conference on Human-Computer
Interaction (IHM’23) in April 2023 [60].

Chapter 4 focuses instead on remote collaboration. I study the sit-
uation in which a local AR worker interacts with a 3D scene that
may combine both virtual and physical components. Yet, their remote
collaborators do not have access to specialized AR equipment, so
they interact instead through their laptops or tablets. As a first step, I
identify three alternative workspace representations that visualize the
local workspace through different viewpoints and provide different
navigation controls: an augmented first-person view, an augmented
external view, and a fully virtual view with independent navigation
controls. I present the results of a user study (24 participants) that
assesses the trade-offs of these workspace representations. I then in-
troduce ARgus, a system that provides fluid transitions among these
three views and enhances them with direct pointing and annotating
tools. Finally, I present the results of a user study that observes how 12

participants use the system to provide remote instructions for a furni-
ture arrangement task. The study further examines how ARgus helps
remote users communicate instructions compared to a system that
only offers an augmented first-person view. This work was presented
at the ACM Conference on Computer-Supported Cooperative Work
And Social Computing (CSCW) in November 2022 [59] and demon-
strated at the 33rd Francophone Conference on Human-Computer
Interaction (IHM’22) in 2022 [58].

Chapter 5 concludes this dissertation. I summarize the contributions
of my work in the light of related work in the HCI literature. Finally,
I discuss the limitations of this work and suggest opportunities for
further investigations.



2
C O L L A B O R AT I V E D E S I G N I N M I X E D R E A L I T Y

This chapter explores collaboration in mixed reality (MR) systems.
Its focus is on activities and methods used in collaborative design
and how computer-mediated systems aid these design practices. I
differentiate between co-located and remote collaboration settings.
For co-located settings, I review alternative material setups and dis-
cuss their impact on collaboration. I also examine issues linked to
how collaborators organize their workspace, position themselves, and
communicate with each other through gestures. For remote settings,
I identify techniques that enable distant collaborators to share their
workspace and establish spatial references for communication. I give
particular attention to the role of video as the primary medium of
remote collaboration and discuss its use in the context of MR systems.
Furthermore, I discuss techniques that aim to support users’ awareness
of their collaborators’ actions and their workspace and mechanisms
that help them divide and manage their private and shared space.

My analysis in this chapter emphasizes aspects of a virtual world
that do not have direct analogies with the physical world. In particu-
lar, I review transformations and geometry deformation techniques,
approaches that play with the scale of collaborators and their environ-
ments, mixed representations, and view transition techniques.

I end this chapter with a discussion of the limitations of existing
MR collaboration systems. I identify crucial research gaps, which I
then use to motivate the work presented in this dissertation.

2.1 computer mediated collaborative design

Design is a matter of finding and solving problems [140]. It is an
activity that involves the selection, combination, and creation of items
to produce ideas or physical objects. According to Sydney Gregory [84],
“the process of design [is] a process [whose] the pattern of which is the same
whether it deals with the design of a new oil refinery, the construction
of a cathedral, or the writing of Dante’s Divine Comedy". Design is a
multidisciplinary activity and often involves people with diverse skills,
such as engineers, artists, architects, and fashion designers.

Collaboration is an important aspect of design. Because design-
ers do not share the same knowledge or perspective, they need to
mutualize their expertise through cooperation, coordination, and col-
laboration [158]. By doing so, they address cooperative processes, such
as the establishment of a common ground, perspective clarification,
and convergence mechanisms [46].

7
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Computers have the potential to support some of our cognitive and
creative processes which are fundamental aspects of design [141]. In
this section, I further explore how computer-mediated technology
supports collaborative design. I first present the theoretical aspects of
the design process, from an individual to a collaborative perspective. I
then introduce systems that support co-design, taking a closer look at
those relying on video-mediated communication and MR.

2.1.1 Design practices

Design is a key process in many fields, particularly in architecture,
engineering, or construction. It involves creating, manipulating and
managing information [141] to generate artifacts. But, even though
design activities mainly rely on “transforming, combining and adapting
elements of previous designs, as well as elements and aspects of other ob-
jects, images and phenomena" [53], it also depends on the creation of
new ideas. This is consistent with the work of De Bono [44], who
introduces the concept of lateral thinking, in opposition to the vertical
thinking. Lateral thinking aims to explore different ideas in parallel,
while vertical thinking concentrates on exploring one idea in depth.
An idea can be modified in many ways during the design phase. Law-
son [140] makes a distinction between the evolutionary modifications,
which consist in adding gradual modifications of an idea, and the
revolutionary modifications, aiming to start from a new idea.

A generic model of design activity has been proposed by Stempfle
et al. [221]. While this model is valid for any type of thinking and
problem-solving, they propose four basic cognitive operations to ad-
dress design thinking: generation, exploration, comparison, and selec-
tion.

The first two serve to extend the problem space, while the last two
restrict it. This echoes the work of Rittel et al. [190], which proposes to
see the creative process as a combination of divergent and convergent
processes.

2.1.1.1 Sketching in design

According to Donald Schön [205], sketches are part of the mental
process of designing. This makes sense with Lawson’s work [140],
who observed that sketching is at the center of most of the designing
processes. Sketches are important for designers as they allow them to
ideate and solve problems. It also provides a way to communicate with
other designers [30].

As the designing process can be seen as an individual discussion
for the designer, Schön suggests that a designer “has a conversation
with a drawing." The act of sketching becomes thus the continuity of a
line of thought. Goel [81] presents sketches like a symbol system that
is imprecise, ambiguous, fluid, amorphous, and indeterminate. This
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Figure 2.1: Example of sketches in representative phases of a professional
design process. Figure from Bousseau et al. [18].

kind of system allows association mechanisms that ease divergence
and widen the problem space.

Sketches are used in different stages of the design process [55] [93].
There is a distinction among ideation sketches, conceptual sketches,
sketches used for presentation purposes, and sketches for fabrication.
Examples of such sketches are presented in Figure 2.1.

Sketching with physical materials has limitations. For example,
Damm et al. [40] show that modifying a drawing on a whiteboard
can be laborious. The fixed space of the board is limited, and it is
impossible to save or reload a drawing. Computer tools for sketching
can overcome such limitations and extend our cognitive and creative
processes [141]. Digital sketches are "easy to edit, store, duplicate, mod-
ify, and search" [136]. Also, computer drawing systems can provide
more advanced assistance for 3D modeling. For example, DreamSketch
can transform free-form 2D sketches into 3D models and ease the
exploration of design ideas with generative algorithms [120].

2.1.1.2 Sketching with Mixed Reality

With Spacedesign [63], designers realize free-form curves and surfaces
using MR. They can perform freehand sketching, surfacing, and engi-
neering visualization using a configurable semi-immersive workbench-
like workspace. This system materializes ideas as 3D content and
realizes pre-production physical prototypes using additional shapes,
textures, and annotations.

Different techniques exist to realize three-dimensional sketching in
AR. Dudley et al. [52] studied three of them: freehand, tapline, and
gogo-tapline. Freehand consists in continuously drawing using hand
movements. This technique is fast, although not necessarily accurate.
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Tapline draws lines by specifying control points and tries to balance
between speed and accuracy. Finally, the GoGo-Tapline technique
relies on Tapline, but instead of using the position of the index finger
to specify control points, it uses a virtual cursor that moves relative to
the user’s arm extension. The authors showed that each technique has
its own trade-off and that switching among them is the best way to
achieve fluid sketching in AR.

Sketching can also be performed within a fully virtual environment.
SketchTab3D [16] is an example of 3D sketch generation using a tablet in
an immersive virtual environment. It allows users to move, duplicate,
and scale sketches. Likewise, Hyve-3D [49] relies on an immersive
system that enables users to sketch virtual content in a virtual 3D
space. Its users can view and manipulate 3D content in immersive
environments but also on conventional 2D displays and projections.
With DesignAR [189], users can create and manipulate 3D objects
from sketch input on an interactive 2D surface using an AR headset.
A key limitation of these systems is that they do not accommodate
physical-world objects.

By integrating a virtual space into the physical world, AR can help
designers to take advantage of their physical environment as they
explore ideas. For example, using spatial augmented reality with a
projector and a depth camera, designers can draw virtual sketches
on top of physical content [139]. They can also use a tablet [115] or
a smartphone [135] (see Figure 2.2) to draw and place 3D sketches
in their surroundings. Similarly, designers can use a tablet to scan a
place and sketch in 3D using a projection from the screen [99]. These
sketches can then be used to generate 3D volumes.

Figure 2.2: 3D sketch in AR made with a smartphone. Figure from Kwan
and Fu [135].
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2.1.1.3 Collaborative design

In collaborative design, several design partners are working on a
solution together [42]. They share the same goal and contribute to its
achievement with their specific competencies, and they create new
designs by combining their individual designs [208]. Dow et al. [51]
found that designers create higher-quality work when they produce
and share multiple alternatives of their work with their collaborators,
as they explore more different ideas, integrate more of their partners’
features, and engage in more productive design conversations.

However, collaborative design can be hindered by the designers’
inability to understand and appreciate the views of their collaborators,
especially those from different disciplines [17]. Stempfle and Badke-
Schaub [221] highlight the fact that to solve a design problem, design
teams need to structure and organize the group process in addition
to dealing with the design task. They raise two focuses of actions: the
content and the process. The content is defined by the following steps:

1. Goal clarification: communicative acts dealing with the goal
space.

2. Solution generation: proposals and solution ideas concerning
the design task.

3. Analysis: questions and answers concerning the solution space.

4. Evaluation: positive and negative evaluations concerning the
solution space.

5. Decision: decisions for or against a solution idea.

6. Control: control of the implementation of a solution idea.

The process is defined by these five steps:

1. Planning: proposals concerning the group process (how to pro-
ceed, how to distribute tasks, etc.).

2. Analysis: questions and answers concerning the group process.

3. Evaluation: positive and negative evaluations of the group pro-
cess.

4. Decision: decisions concerning the group process.

5. Control: summary or control of group members’ work.

Stempfle and Badke-Schaub also provide a two-process-thinking
theory in design teams [221]. The first process, called process 1, is
described in Figure 2.3a.

This process closely matches the “natural” thinking process of de-
sign teams. It results in considerable savings in time and cognitive
effort spent on a problem. However, it tends to produce errors when
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Figure 2.3: Thinking processes of design teams. Process 1 (a) and process 2

(b). Adaptation from Stempfle and Badke-Schaub [221].

the complexity of the design problem increase. Design teams then
switch to another process, called process 2 (see Figure 2.3b).

This second process is characterized by solution ideas being fol-
lowed by analysis. Whereas it yields better qualitative results for
complex problems, it does take more time and greater effort than the
first process. Design teams will naturally tend to employ the latter.

With the hypothesis that expert collaborative problem-solving is
structured very much like individual expert problem-solving, Vera et
al. [243] propose a traditional cognitive model of collaboration (see
Figure 2.4). First, a meta-planning process breaks down the problem
into individually manageable units as well as about how and when the
collaborators should come together to integrate their individual efforts.
Then, a negotiation process occurs, which involves specific aspects of
the design problem. Following this step, each collaborator separately
engages in well-learned routine expert problem-solving guided by
the meta-plan previously agreed. Finally, collaborators evaluate the
outcome and finish or iterate these steps.

2.1.2 Collaborative systems for design

Groupware supports collaborative tasks, helping designers reach their
collective design goals. This term covers both the intentional group
processes and the software that supports them [108]. Groupware
supports co-design when designers cannot meet in the same place
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Figure 2.4: Traditional cognitive model of collaboration. Adaptation from
Vera et al. [243].

at the same time. Collaborative drawing is, for example, supported
by systems, such as Gambit [199], Calico [149], or Sketchboard [270].
Other systems like TelePICTIVE [211] support the design of Graphical
User Interfaces by relying on metaphors of common office objects,
such as Post-it notes. Such systems have been studied for various
application domains, e.g., for design evaluation in architecture [94]. But
Kirk et al. [125] also observed that showing the collaborators’ hands
as video in addition to the digital sketch can improve collaboration
performance.

Collaborative drawing has been made possible using video-based
communication with systems, such as VideoDraw [231]. Face2Face [54]
also uses video to support remote collaboration by providing the
illusion of a vertical glass between collaborators. Presence, eye contact,
gaze awareness, and gestures are supported and provide interaction
with virtual 2D content to support the collaborative design process.

Nishino et al. [167] propose instead a Distributed Virtual Environ-
ment (DVE) to share a 3D model among designers. Likewise, NetS-
ketch [138] provides a shared virtual space for distributed designers
to create, manipulate and view 3D models. The system enables the
seamless creation of local copies of objects for each collaborator and
manages manipulation conflicts due to the absence of locking mecha-
nisms. This strategy was later used in the context of MR collaboration,
e.g., in Spacetime [257]. NetSketch also shares viewpoints between
participants using a "picture-in-picture" on collaborators’ screens. In
other work [157], real-time updates of a shared 3D scene can trans-
form an iterative design process into a real-time design process. With
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Multiuser Groups for Conceptual Understanding and Prototyping, Cera
et al. [28] provide a shared multimodal 3D workspace where remote
designers can collaboratively sketch conceptual designs and author
design semantics.

Finally, Lee et al. [144] observe that collaborators spend more time
on systems that support sketching or viewing of 3D objects when they
are distant than when they are face-to-face.

2.1.2.1 Design alternatives

The most intense collaboration takes place in the early phases of
the development activity, such as concept generation and creation of
design alternatives [4]. The ability for designers to observe the work of
their collaborators during a group design session is key to increasing
user’s overall creativity and satisfaction with their final sketch [247].
FlexiSketchTeam [256] allows multiple collaborators to simultaneously
draw on the same document with tablets or electronic whiteboards.
Conflicts are managed via a locking system. Sketched objects are
reusable and accessible in the form of categories to all collaborators.
Piya et al. [182] go even further with Co-3deator, a collaborative system
for creating 3D models from tablets. These models are shared to be
reused or modified by collaborators. Likewise, Skwiki [263] proposes a
content creation framework focusing on the creation and modification
of alternatives. Generation and exploration of design alternatives are
also possible with wall-sized displays [169]. Such systems aim to foster
the creation and reduce iterations during industrial design reviews.

However, TEAM STORM [92] is among the first collaborative sys-
tems supporting parallel sketching on various devices. It proposes
public and private workspaces to share or not some sketching among
collaborators (see Figure 2.5). Geyer et al. [77] further explore this
approach with IdeaVis. This system supports ideation through col-
laborative parallel sketching but using traditional supports, such as
paper sheets or pencils. DigiMetaplan [142] extends these mechanisms
by providing versioning features and supporting both remote and
co-located collaboration.

2.1.2.2 Version management

Keeping track of design artifacts through time helps designers retrieve
and organize their creations. Version management systems have first
been explored in design with CAD models. Katz et al. [117] suggest
a data model for organizing a design database across time. They
define design objects which aggregate design information and con-
nect them using version, configuration, and equivalence relationships.
This model is implemented using a version server with workspaces,
check-in and check-out actions, currency within version histories,
and dynamic configurations through layers and contexts. Wagner et
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Figure 2.5: Three designers using TEAM STORM to explore new form factors
of a mobile device in public and private workspaces. Figure from
Hailpern et al. [92].

al. [246] consider design objects versioning through the GARDEN
framework. They provide a data model supporting representations of
complex design objects and design version management along three
dimensions following the design evolution: alternatives, views, and
revisions. Inspired by textual versioning in software engineering prac-
tices, Cristie and Joyce [39] explored parametric design exploration
with GHShot, a versioning tool for parametric modeling. They show
that versioning can aid design exploration, helps the documentation
process, and enhances design sharing.

2.1.2.3 Video-mediated collaboration

When people cannot work in the same place, video remains one of the
most common communication mediums. The goal of a video-mediated
collaboration is to bring a common ground of understanding (or con-
versational grounding [67]) and support workspace awareness [89], or
a “shared person space” that includes “facial expressions, voice, gaze and
body language” [24]. Visualizing the activity is also useful. As Tang et
al. [230] report, the process of creating and using drawings conveys in-
formation that is not contained in the resulting drawings [230]. Gergle
et al. [76] also observe that collaborators adapt their communication
to the presence or absence of a shared visual space. They found that
action replaces explicit verbal instruction when a shared view of the
workspace is available.

Video helps to show understanding, forecast responses, commu-
nicate non-verbal information, enhance verbal descriptions, manage
pauses, and express attitudes compared to audio only [102]. Video-
mediated communication can then help to handle conflicts and inter-
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action-intense activities. Jones et al. [109] also observed that camera
manipulation replaces some verbal interaction during a collaboration.
Though, video interaction induces difficulties in managing turn-taking,
noticing small movements through peripheral vision, having side con-
versations, and pointing and manipulating objects in the collaborator’s
workspace [102].

Video-mediated communication does not produce the same con-
versation style as face-to-face interaction [95]. A reason is that video
cannot adequately convey all the non-verbal cues available in face-to-
face communication, introducing a functional seam between partici-
pants [103]. Nguyen et al. [166] also shows that video conferencing
can significantly hinder the trust formation process and decrease in-
vestment in comparison with face-to-face meetings. In an audio-visual
video conferencing with a shared whiteboard, the amount of time
spent discussing design ideas seems to decrease compared to a face-
to-face situation. This is due to an increased need for communication
control, communication about technology, and social communication
which is not the case without video [69].

Vera et al. [243] observe that changing the communication channel
between chat line and video-conferencing in an architecture design
problem has an effect on the profile of communication content. This
one can change from a high-level design (including broad decisions
which will affect significant aspects of later decisions) to a low-level
design ratio (placing individual elements, drafting, resolving issues of
drafting, etc.). However, the change in communication channels does
not influence the design outcome.

2.1.2.4 Collaborative design in MR

Augmented Reality supports various collaborative design processes.
Shin et al. [208] observed several collaboration behaviors in the design
of living rooms by couples using AR tablets (see Figure 2.6). Couples
manipulate objects by taking turns when they explore different ideas.
This is not the case when they share a common vision of their design.
Couples occupy the space differently, from moving around to staying
in the same spot. They also apply different strategies, from implement-
ing a final design based on an individual design to designing together
all design steps. ARCritique [145] relies on a mobile AR application
for collaboration around a physical object. It supports pointing and
drawing and shows that spatial referencing interactions can make
communication more efficient and fluid than videoconferencing tools
during critique sessions.

Burkhardt et al. [23] use AR for architectural design with EsQUIsE
and a "Virtual Desktop" [196], a sketching device relying on projected
content on a desk. They find that the design process occurs whether
collaborators are co-located with a Virtual Desktop or distant, using
EsQUIsE on tablets with video-conferencing software. However, the
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Figure 2.6: A couple designing together a living room using AR. Figure from
Shin et al. [208].

lack of awareness in the remote situation leads to difficulties in sharing
context. Using projected AR, C-Space [215] supports spatial design
exploration by providing an interactive and collaborative platform.
This system assists designers in the development of design ideas in
the early design phase. It supports design history, design reference
exploration with AR, and prototyping using tangible interfaces.

Spacetime [257] introduces a new set of interaction concepts for
collaborative editing: Containers, Parallel Objects, and Avatar Objects.
Containers objectify space and time and situate interaction in context.
They store a selection of objects, serve as proxies, viewports, or portals,
and provide structural as well as temporal information. Parallel Objects
allow for design comparisons, while Avatar Object objectify the actual
users, such that their collaborators can directly manipulate them to
share their views. Despite their sophistication, the above mechanisms
were designed for VR. Unfortunately, it is unclear whether or how the
above concepts could apply to collaborative AR environments.

2.1.3 Conclusion

I examined how MR extends the creation space of designers beyond
the computer screen and helps contextualize design artifacts. Further-
more, MR environments can respond to the limitations of traditional
2D visualization methods and enable users to interact with virtual
content in three dimensions. However, many features of traditional
collaborative design systems cannot be easily transferred to an MR
context. In particular, we need to rethink how to split the physical
and virtual workspace to allow for both shared and private spaces of
design exploration and creation. We also need to develop techniques
that deal with occlusions, avoid or handle conflicts among collabora-
tors, and help them discuss alternatives to eventually diverge their
solutions.
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I also discussed how video-mediated communication supports col-
laboration when designers do not share the same physical space. Video
is a cheap yet powerful medium that communicates “facial expres-
sions, voice, gaze, and body language” [24]. Those communication
methods are crucial for settling "conversational grounding" [67]. How-
ever, videos alone cannot convey all communication cues available in
face-to-face collaboration. In particular, it does not preserve spatial
references in the 3D workspace, and its content is not interactive. Yet,
spatial references and interaction are both significant for design tasks.
How to preserve as many of the strengths of video communication
as possible while leveraging the capabilities of MR technologies is a
promising research direction.

2.2 collaboration in mixed reality

While the first devices to access and share digital information were
restrained to the use of 2D interfaces, the emergence of 3D input and
output devices has more recently shifted the HCI design perspectives.
Collaborative Virtual Environments, as well as Virtual Reality and Aug-
mented Reality technologies, allow their users to interact with digital
content in three dimensions.

Because people do not all have the same skills, they have to col-
laborate to share their competencies. Collaboration is a key aspect in
many fields, such as architectural design, construction, engineering,
and health care. Information technology has been increasingly used to
support collaboration in such domains. Within this context, the CSCW

community has studied a variety of groupware, where groupware can
be defined as "intentional group processes plus software to support
them" [108]. According to Lynda M. Applegate [7], groupware can be
categorized through time and space. Collaborators can interact at the
same time or through a delayed interaction from the same physical
place or different locations.

When multiple users work together in MR environment at the same
time, we say that their collaboration is synchronous. But collabora-
tion can also be asynchronous, i.e., collaborators can interact with the
artifacts they create at different moments. MR devices can support
asynchronous collaboration by keeping track of collaborators’ edits
through their memory storage or decentralized storage via the Inter-
net.

Collaboration can naturally happen when people gather in the same
place. In this case, they share the same physical environment while
their position and activity can be integrated into a virtual space. We
refer to this type of collaboration as co-located collaboration. However,
in many situations, collaborators cannot gather around the same place,
e.g., due to geographic distances or unusual circumstances, such as
a lockdown. In this case, we refer to a remote collaboration. In the
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following subsections, I first describe the concept of awareness, before
discussing co-located and remote collaboration. I make a separation
between these two situations because although the same MR devices
can be used, each one presents different constraints on how to support
awareness. I also examine additional dimensions of a collaboration
environment, such as the mobility of its users, its virtual content, the
roles of its users, and the visualization hardware. Several of these
dimensions are discussed by Brockmann et al. [19].

2.2.1 The mechanics of collaboration

Pinelle et al. [176] identify the mechanics of collaboration as actions
and interactions that group members need to perform to complete
a collaborative task. They classify these actions and interactions into
two large categories: communication and coordination.

Communication regroups two main activities: explicit communication
and information gathering. Explicit communication is driven by the
mechanics of spoken, written, or gestural messages, as well as deictic
references or manifesting actions. For example, actions of pointing,
indicating, drawing, and conversing refer to this category. Information
gathering, instead, focuses on the perception of a workspace: what
happens to the environment and the people inside this environment.

Coordination refers to shared access to tools, objects, space, and time,
as well as the transfer of objects. The former relies on mechanics, such
as obtaining a resource, reserving a resource, or protecting a work.
The latter focuses on giving or taking objects, verbally offering or
accepting objects, as well as placing objects and notifications.

An important requirement for information-gathering activities is
workspace awareness, while coordination depends on territoriality or on
how collaborators occupy and manage their space. Below, I dive into
these two concepts. I discuss their role in Mixed Reality applications
through several examples.

2.2.1.1 Workspace awareness

In the CSCW field, awareness refers to "a person’s being or becom-
ing aware of something" [203]. To perform an effective collaboration,
collaborators need a sense of awareness of the other participants, in
addition to a shared view of a collaborative workspace [230]. Col-
laborators also need a sense of who is there, what is there, where,
when, and how. To conceptualize these information requirements,
Gutwin and Greenberg [89] define workspace awareness as "the up-to-
the-moment understanding of another person’s interaction with the
shared workspace”.

Supporting workspace awareness is a requirement for effective
remote collaboration. Workspace awareness can help "recognize op-
portunities for closer coupling, reducing the effort needed for verbal
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Figure 2.7: Virtual shadows of a collaborator’s arms are displayed on the
surface of a table. Figure from Sakong and Nam [197].

communication, simplifying coordination, allowing people to act in
anticipation of others, and providing context for appropriate help
and assistance" [89]. Similarly to a face-to-face situation, workspace
awareness is maintained by a perception-action cycle. People perceive
information from their environment, add it to previously gathered
information, and then use it to obtain additional information about
the workspace. For example, when users try to help their collab-
orators, they might seek visual evidence about their collaborators’
understanding, especially when their common vocabulary or their
past interactions do provide enough information about how people
understand and make use of this help [172].

The HCI literature has introduced a range of techniques to support
awareness. Sakong et al. [197] used physical turntables whose rotation
was synchronized to help users better perceive their collaborators’
interaction. In addition, virtual shadows of the users’ hands were
projected on their collaborator’s table to give them more detailed
feedback about their manipulation actions (see Figure 2.7).

Other work has explored techniques for communicating the users’
field of view and their gaze. Piumsomboon et al. [181] represent the
gaze and field of view of collaborators in 3D as a pyramid. Bai et
al. [8] also use a ray-cast line to represent gaze (see Figure 2.8). They
observe that communicating gaze in combination with gestures can
improve task completion time and reinforce the sense of co-presence
among remote collaborators [8]. Lee et al. [143] highlight the collab-
orator’s view with a colored rectangle and provide a virtual arrow
that indicates the collaborator’s view when it exits the field of view of
the user. Workspace awareness can also be extended by increasing the
field of view with distorted peripheral lenses or by exaggerating the
representation of actions so that others can see them [96]. However,
some additional cues might not be beneficial to users. For example,
showing the collaborator’s head gaze looming has no clear advantages
on the user’s perceptual load [29].

In addition to information about the direction and field of view
of users’ gaze, recent work [106, 107] has also looked at how to pro-
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Figure 2.8: Gaze and field-of-view representation of a remote collaborator. A
virtual arrow indicates the position of the collaborator’s head in
the workspace. Figure from Bai et al. [8].

vide behavioral cues, such as information about whether users fixate
their eyes on an object or whether their eyes blink or shift, information
about their synchronized eye fixations, etc. Jing et al. [106] observe that
the visualization of bi-directional gaze with behavioral cues makes
collaborative tasks less physically demanding. It also makes collabo-
rators more confident that their own gaze information is accurately
delivered. It can also facilitate the identification and alignment of gaze
states and behaviors, as opposed to commonly used unidirectional
gaze representations with no behavioral cues [107].

Workspace awareness also depends on the modality of communi-
cation, and some previous results show that multi-modal solutions
are especially beneficial. Wang et al. [249] observed that supporting
both gestures and speech during a collaborative task led to faster
performance than speech support only. Similarly, Kontogiorgos et al.
[130] studied a collaborative furniture assembling task and found that
verbal cues only are not enough for reliably identifying objects. In
particular, they observed that gaze and head direction are useful for
estimating the general placement of objects but not precise enough to
help users decide on an exact target. They also noticed that combining
information about gaze or head direction with speech increased classi-
fication accuracy, where information about the head direction seemed
slightly more effective than eye gaze.

The role of gestures has been more extensively studied by Kirk et
al. [124]. The authors identified gestures that promoted awareness in
an MR ecology and categorized them through a corpus of “gestural
phases.” They observe that hands can be used to establish agreement
on the sharing of a common frame of reference (Flashing Hand),
to coordinate the selection of correct objects (Wavering Hands), to
indicate how objects should be assembled (Mimicking Hands), to show
precise movement to align and make fit objects (Inhabited Hand), to
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clarify instructions and repairs mistakes (Negating Hand), or to order
turn-taking (Parked Hands).

2.2.1.2 Territoriality

Space is where people can gather together and collaborate. Space
allows people to act [185]. Projecting energy and information of people
into a space defines territories [214]. These territories have different
sizes and can “range in size from chairs, seats, or sides of a table,
to street blocks” [233]. Territoriality can be seen as "the activity that
humans carry out in the space that is given or provided to them in
common, within the limits of the conception that they have of it" [185].
Taylor [233] defines human territoriality as follows:

“an interlocking system of attitudes, sentiments, and behaviors
that are specific to a particular, usually delimited, site or location,
which, in the context of individuals, or a small group as a whole,
reflect and reinforce, for those individuals or group some degree of
excludability of use, responsibility for, and control over activities
in these specific sites” [233].

Territoriality is exclusive to the one who occupies or defines territo-
ries [214]. Because delimited territories present different characteristics,
territoriality can also be seen as a behavior related to the spatial orga-
nization of such territories. It mediates social interactions, considering
who occupies which territory [5], to make collaboration possible.

Studying collaboration around tabletops, Scott et al. [206] distin-
guished among personal, group, and storage territories. Personal terri-
tories serve to reserve an area or task resources. These territories can
provide a "safe" place where users can explore their own ideas before
exposing them to collaborators [230]. Group territories are spaces al-
located to the main task activities. Transfer of task resources among
collaborators happens in this space. Finally, storage territories are used
to store task resources and non-task items.

Men and Bryan-Kinns [161] studied the role of personal and group
territories for social creative tasks in VR. They found that personal
working spaces enable people to explore ideas without disturbing
others and be more productive. However, reserving space for personal
use can also lead to a smaller group territory and a greater distance
among collaborators. While these results offer initial insights into per-
sonal and public spaces within virtual worlds, the topic of territoriality
in collaborative Mixed Reality deserves further exploration.

2.2.2 Co-located collaboration

Augmented Reality has been used for a range of applications of co-
located collaboration: learning [118] (see Figure 2.9), visualization of
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.9: Students interacting with virtual geometric shapes in AR. Figures
from Kaufmann et al. [118].

scientific data [225], architectural design [20], sales [148], etc. Back
in 1998, Schmalsteig et al. [225] implemented Studierstube, one of the
first collaborative AR systems for the visualization of scientific data.
Equipped with an AR headset, the collaborators could perceive 3D
data representations that augmented physical objects. The authors de-
fined five key properties of collaborative systems that use Augmented
Reality:

• Virtuality: Users can access objects that are unavailable or non-
existent in the physical world.

• Augmentation: Objects from the physical word can be aug-
mented with virtual content that lies in 3D space.

• Multi-user support: Users can discuss with each other, design
in parallel, and collaborate.

• Independence: Each user can move freely, independently of his
or her collaborators.

• Sharing vs. Individuality: Different users may simultaneously
see the same virtual content, or alliteratively, they may voluntar-
ily decide not to perceive the same augmentations.

• Interaction and Interactivity: Users can explore virtual content
interactively with additional devices, such as Personal Interac-
tion Panel [226].

Szalavári et al. [225] argue that AR systems can improve the viewing
and manipulation of complex models when compared to traditional
computer setups with a mouse and a keyboard. They also defend
the idea that direct and indirect communication is easily possible
with an AR system and "are probably richer than any computer-governed
interaction can ever be."
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At about the same time, Billinghurst et al. [10] explored differences
in collaboration between a fully virtual and an augmented reality en-
vironment through the concept of Shared Space. They point out several
advantages of the AR environment over its fully virtual counterpart:

• Local participants can see each other’s facial expressions, ges-
tures, and body language. These possibilities increase the band-
width of communication among participants as they provide
richer channels of natural non-virtual communication.

• Participants can use familiar physical-world tools to manipulate
virtual images, which increases the intuitiveness of the user
interface.

• Users can refer to notes, diagrams, books, and other physical
objects while viewing virtual objects.

• There is no need to model the entire environment, thus, graphics
rendering requirements are considerably reduced. Augmented
Reality can be used to enhance the complexity that already exists
in the physical world instead of replacing it entirely.

The authors studied the impact of hiding aspects of the physical
world when users are immersed in it. They observed that collaborators
performed more quickly when they could see their collaborators in
the physical world. This observation is consistent with results by
Kiyokawa et al. [128], who found that users perceived gaze cues better
in an AR setting than in VR.

These results encouraged further research on collaborative AR ap-
plications. For example, the Collaborative Web Space by Billinghurst
and Kato [11] was a shared space in a three-dimensional web browser
that enabled co-located users to browse the World Wide Web collab-
oratively.. Web pages were displayed around the users as 2D virtual
windows, and collaborators communicated around them by using
voice, gaze, and gestures. By preserving the communication channels
of traditional collaboration, AR technologies can transparently support
natural human behavior [14].

Shortly after, Broll et al. [21] presented a collaborative AR system
named the Virtual Round Table. The system allows multiple collabora-
tors to see a shared virtual 3D model while they sit around a round
table. The authors show that the additional perception of virtual con-
tent can maintain and even improve traditional workplace situations.
Collaborative AR around a table can also be used to support complex
design and planning decisions for design professionals like architects,
going beyond early paper-based sketches. Extending their earlier work,
Broll et al. [20] introduced a system (named ARTHUR) for architectural
design sessions and review meetings. The system can be used with
other CAD software and simulation data. Overall, it changes how
designers collaborate beyond tabletops and desktop design tools.
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ARTHUR [20] uses computer vision to retrieve user input through
hand gestures and fingertip tracking. It also uses placeholder objects
that support two planar and one rotational degree of freedom and
pointers that support five degrees-of-freedom interaction tools with
buttons for picking and selecting operations. But later, systems used
mobile devices to enable collaborators to create virtual content in AR.
For example, Huo et al. [100] used multiple smartphones to register
and synchronize the reconstruction of the AR environment of the
collaborators. Chao et al. [29] used smartphones as additional input
for interaction, whereas Gugenheimer et al. [86] used a VR controller.

Finally, other researchers have looked at how the time and spa-
tial proximity of collaborators affect their experience. Guo et al. [88]
suggest that co-located-synchronous collaboration with mobile AR
improves communication and coordination compared to remote or
asynchronous collaboration. They observed more engagement, more
creativity, and closer collaboration among users.

2.2.2.1 MR collaboration settings

Using a head-mounted display to show AR content is the dominant
approach today. However, it can make users feel distanced from their
collaborators and severely impact their perceptual cues. HCI research
has explored a range of alternative technologies, such as handheld or
flat panel displays [12]. Virtual content can also be generated through
volumetric displays. Grossman and Balakrishnan [85] explored new
interactions techniques for such devices: highlighting and textual anno-
tations tools, object manipulation by combining 3D menus, ray casting,
and a 3D cursor, and a scene-splitting technique that divides the vir-
tual scene into multiple viewports. Interestingly, the authors noticed
that users were sometimes reluctant to perform virtual navigation as
they did not want to change the viewpoint of their collaborator. This
observation suggests that users often verbally share their navigation
intentions before they actually realize them.Volumetric displays show
three-dimensional virtual content without requiring the collaborators
to wear headsets. However, such devices are limited by the size and
lisibility of their visualizations.

Others [208] have investigated how to enable AR collaboration with
handheld tablets in room design scenarios. Their tablet user interface
showed an augmented video, where the live stream video captured by
the tablet’s camera was combined with virtual content. The authors ran
a user study to explore the use of this system. Although collaborators
could observe their partners’ manipulation actions from their own
screen, they often looked at each other’s screens. Likewise, the authors
observed that during the design task, some users switched from using
their own tablet to sharing a single tablet with their collaborator.

Various ways of experiencing AR have been developed, where col-
laborators are not tied to use identical devices or the same interac-
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tion configurations. Thus, we can distinguish between symmetric and
asymmetric collaboration setups. Previous HCI research has explored
various forms of asymmetric collaboration. Grandi et al. [83] investi-
gated asymmetric collaboration between a user wearing a VR headset
and a user with an AR tablet. Both interacted with the same virtual
content but with different devices and tools. Grandi et al. found that
the VR-AR asymmetric configuration led to a better performance
than an AR-AR symmetric configuration but also to a slightly worse
performance than a VR-VR symmetric configuration. They observed
that cooperation levels were overall unaffected by the symmetry or
asymmetry of the collaboration setup. Yet, they found that participants
engaged in slightly less mutual assistance in the asymmetric condition.

Mackamul et al. [155] studied the effect of using handheld AR
devices and projection-based AR on a memory game of match pairs.
They found that participants performed more card flips but finished
the game quicker when using projection. However, interaction with
handheld devices was described as easier, more intuitive, and more
familiar.

Gugenheimer et al. [86] studied how to overcome the communica-
tion barriers that appear when a virtual space is not shared among
collocated users. They introduced ShareVR, a system that makes the
virtual world of a VR user accessible to a non-VR user via floor pro-
jection and a mobile display situated on an HTC Vive controller. The
authors found that their system improved enjoyment, social engage-
ment, and presence compared to a more traditional system, where
the external user views and interacts with the virtual scene through a
Gamepad and a TV.

Other systems let non-VR collaborators interact with the virtual
scene through a simple mobile display. For example, TransceiVR [239]
uses a tablet to view and interact with the virtual world of the user who
wears the VR headset. In contrast, ShARe [105] enables collaboration
between AR and non-AR users using projection. But collaborators
can also use different devices to collaborate seamlessly in AR and VR
over the same virtual content in the same physical space [194]. Finally,
Wells and Houben [252] showed that collaboration with mobile AR
interfaces could lead to high physical and cognitive load. In particular,
they observed that participants had to frequently switch their attention
between the AR model on the mobile device and their collaborators
when they worked together face to face. Their results suggest that the
quality of collaboration may decrease as the complexity of the virtual
model increases.

2.2.2.2 Workspace perception

The location of the workspace relative to the positions of the col-
laborating users can also impact the collaboration experience and
performance. Kiyokawa et al. [126] compared three different config-
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urations of workspace locations: among users, on top of a table that
is placed between the users, or on a wall on the side of users. They
found that under the first configuration, communication became "more
natural, social and easier" and "subjects made more initiatory body
motions, utterances and laughter" [126].

But collaborators can change the perspective in which they view
their workspace, for example, by rotating it or by moving around
[33]. Billinghurst et al. [12] report that when users can move around a
table with virtual objects, their interaction with these objects is easier
than when the two users are side-by-side in front of a projection of
the virtual content. The task space can also be mobile. For example,
Regenbrecht and Wagner [188] introduced the "Cake platter" technique,
which uses a tangible turntable plate-shaped device on top of which
3D virtual content is displayed (see Figure 2.10).

Another approach consists in representing some area of the workspace
through virtual proxies that extend the interaction capabilities of users
[261].

Chastine et al. [33] observe that deictic gestures are important in
collaborative AR environments for establishing a common ground.
For example, they observed that the majority of participants preferred
using their hands rather than a virtual arrow to make references.
Chastine et al. highlight two key points for cooperative collaboration
in AR:

1. Pointing benefits from the use of natural hand gestures; and

2. Shared viewpoints are effective for communication when estab-
lishing common references.

Figure 2.10: Four users looking at a common 3D model placed on a rotating
“cake platter”. Figure from Regenbrecht et al. [188].
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These points are consistent with earlier observations by Tang et
al. [230], who state that hand gestures can help collaborators gen-
erate and interpret reference cues. Chastine et al. [32] confirm these
points by studying the role of pointers in AR, and suggest a need for
shared viewpoints.

2.2.3 Remote collaboration

Real-time collaboration is a challenge when users work remotely and,
consequently, do not share the same physical environment. Such situ-
ations became commonplace during the COVID-19 pandemic [271].
Many design and research teams have found themselves working
remotely, relying on video-communication software to collaborate
together [258]. Some experts predict that such situations are not tem-
porary and will largely persist after the pandemic [15].

AR supports remote collaboration tools that go “beyond being there”
[97], and collaborators can use them to work on augmented content
that is either onsite or remote [262] (see Figure 2.11). Back in 1999,
Billinghurst and Kato [11] introduced WearCom: a portable MR inter-
face that supports remote collaboration between a single wearable
computer user and multiple desktop users. This system provides a
shared communication space among collaborators. Remote collabo-
rators are represented as audio-enabled avatars placed on a cylinder
surrounding the user with the AR headset. Its goal is to make a
seamless connection with the physical world and improve realism
compared to desktop-based collaboration environments.

However, the above approach brings two fundamental questions:

1. When users collaborate remotely, how can we preserve (or fur-
ther enhance) the communication references that naturally exist
in their space while taking advantage of their communication
gestures?

2. What is the best representation for remote collaborators and
their workspace?

In the following paragraphs, I discuss previous work that deals with
these questions.

2.2.3.1 Sharing references through annotation, pointing tools, and gestures

For remote collaboration with Augmented Reality, Chastine et al. [33]
highlight the need for the following functionality:

• the ability to point to objects or locations in the scene;

• reference points embedded within the environment that ease
communication among users;
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Figure 2.11: Two AR collaborators working respectively from a) on-site and
b) remote. Figure from Zhang et al. [262].

• effective use of video sharing to provide additional communica-
tion channels for selection and reference.

The authors observe that while references made with the users’ hands
are important for co-located collaboration around physical objects,
when working with virtual objects, or in remote collaboration (in
particular, when hand-based references are not available), virtual
pointers can act as alternative reference tools that ease communication
among users.

Likewise, pointing tools can augment the physical environment and
facilitate remote collaboration. Kervegant et al. [121] use a Distant
Assist Cursor to let remote desktop users point to a position in the
space of the local user with a projected dotted light. The desktop user
perceives the local workspace through a camera. According to Kim
et al. [123], using virtual pointers and annotations in video-mediated
communication can help collaborators feel more connected and closer
together and better understand their partner.

However, a simple cursor-pointing tool is often insufficient for re-
mote collaboration on physical tasks. Fussel et al.[68] consider a cursor
and a pen-based drawing tool instead. Such pen-based drawing tools
"can lead to communication and performance virtually identical to that found
in side-by-side collaborations.". Likewise, Seungwon et al. [122] sug-
gest that shared drawing annotations can improve user performance
compared to only using pointers.

Annotations can provide additional layers of information in a remote
workspace. There are various solutions on how to integrate annota-
tions into a remote workspace. For video-mediated communication,
Barakonyi et al. [9] showed how to integrate 3D virtual content into
a video stream. This approach can then be used to share annotations
over the video stream, for example, between a desktop computer user
and a remote tablet user [74]. Speicher et al. [218] proposed instead a
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framework for remote mobile collaboration based on an augmented
360° video stream that lets users annotate its content.

Several studies have shown the added value of annotation tools in
remote collaboration. Velamkayala et al. [242] studied a collaborative
navigation task between a user with a tablet and a wearer of an AR
headset through videoconferencing software. They found that when
tablet users could draw annotations in the field of view of the AR
user, collaboration appeared to be slower but more precise than when
using videoconferencing with smartphones only. Besides, Gauglitz et
al. [73] found that spatially anchored virtual annotation of a live video
stream helps users become faster and more confident about their task
performance than non-anchored or non-annotated video.

MR environments can also support remote communication through
gestures. For example, in HandsInAir [98], an AR user can make
gestures on a remote workspace retrieved via a camera. Remote AR
collaborators then perceive these gestures as an augmentation that is
overlayed to their workspace. A different system by Feick et al. [62]
is instead dedicated to remote collaborations between a novice AR
and an expert VR user, with a focus on object-oriented tasks. The
system relies on proxies that allow users to perceive the view of their
collaborators. But it also captures the hands of the remote experts
while they point to objects with their hands.

Finally, other research has studied the use of annotations in con-
junction with hand gestures. Teo et al. [236] introduced a system for
remote collaboration between a wearer of a VR headset and a wearer
of an AR headset, on top of whom a 360° camera is placed. The system
supports non-verbal communication with gestures shown through
3D hand models for the VR user and a video stream for the AR user.
A preliminary user evaluation showed that visual annotation cues
(consisting of ray-pointing actions and drawing annotations) helped
AR users perform tasks faster and with less error. However, no clear
evidence of help was found for VR users. Clay et al. [37], in turn,
studied the use of gestures and annotations (in the form of virtual ar-
rows) when a local worker wore an AR headset with a frontal camera
and a remote expert perceived its video on a desktop computer. They
observed that annotations dominated the collaborators’ actions.

2.2.3.2 Perceiving a remote workspace through video

The HCI literature has long examined the effect of different views on
video-mediated communication, especially in the context of physical
tasks that involve spatial object manipulation and construction. Back
in the 90s, Kuzuoka [133] investigates spatial workspace collaboration
through SharedView, a video communication system. Kuzuoka’s study
requires a remote expert to explain a 3D task to a local worker in
a machining center and shows that the viewpoint of the video can
affect the efficiency of communication. GestureCam [134] goes a bit
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further by giving the ability to the remote operator to move a local
camera to perceive the workspace, but also point with a laser or
provide additional gestures on top of the video in direction to the
local workers.

Gaver et al. [75] study the use of five camera views for a remote-
collaboration design task. Their task requires a participant in a local
office to arrange the furniture in a dollhouse in collaboration with
a remote partner. Results show that participants largely preferred
task-centered views to face-to-face communication. The authors also
observe that view-switching can be problematic. In particular, multiple
views can interfere with establishing a common frame of reference,
introduce discontinuities, and impede coordination. Ten years later,
Fussel et al. [67] compare two remote-view configurations: (i) a head-
mounted camera with eye tracking and (ii) a scene camera placed
at the back of the worker, providing a wider but fixed view of the
working environment. The scene camera is shown to be preferable and
improves communication efficiency, while the head-camera view does
not add any benefit compared to an audio-only condition. Similarly,
adding a second head-camera view to a scene-camera view seems to
deteriorate rather than improve collaboration performance. A more
recent study [223] in the context of AR video collaboration for 3D
guidance tasks also shows that a third-person view results in better
task performance and higher user satisfaction than a first-person view.
Moreover, camera control and the system’s responsiveness are im-
portant factors when using an augmented video stream [254]. Rae et
al. [184] observe viewpoint control via robotic telepresence systems.
Despite a greater sense of presence than traditional video-conferencing
tools, they show that such systems also increase the remote user’s cog-
nitive load. Domova et al. [48] also explored the ability to make snap-
shots in a video-mediated communication regarding a 3D workspace
to maintain a viewpoint while the camera is looking elsewhere.

However, other studies show the advantages of combining multiple
alternative views. For example, Schafer and Bowman [201] study a
virtual furniture arrangement task and observe that the availability of
two alternative representations (virtual 3D and floor plan) “enabled the
users to investigate different aspects of the space”. Ranjan et al. [186] found
that remote users complete complex Lego construction tasks faster
with an automatic pan-tilt-zoom camera than with a static camera.
Giusti et al. [80] investigate how a local user and a remote expert
configure a mobile phone and a tablet to repair a Lego model or
replace a punctured bike tube. When both a phone and a tablet were
available, local users tended to fix the tablet camera view to show
an overview of their workspace and sometimes their faces. At the
same time, they used the mobile phone camera when they needed to
zoom in on specific parts to show details. Lanir et al. [137] investigate
user performance and behavior with respect to who has the camera
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Figure 2.12: An agent (left) perceives virtual replicas of the arms of a remote
expert (right) for a motherboard assembly task. Figure from Le
Chenechal et al. [36].

control (the local vs. the remote user). They conclude that the outcome
depends on the situation and the task at hand. Overall, results are far
from conclusive but seem to suggest that the most suitable strategy is
to give users control over alternative views, each adapted to a different
type of task.

2.2.3.3 Representing remote collaborators

Several MR systems rely on video to help remote collaborators view
each other or, at least, view parts of their body as those interact
with the objects in a scene. For example, Robert et al.[191] studied
collaboration between a user with an AR headset and a user with
a tablet who tries to provide remote instructions. In their system,
video from the AR headset is streamed to the tablet, also showing the
hands of the remote user. Similarly, SharedSphere [143] lets VR users
get immersed in the live stream of a 360 camera worn on the head of
their AR collaborator. The VR users view their collaborators’ hands
from the video, while the AR users perceive their collaborators’ hands
via a virtual 3D representation.

Virtual representations of remote users are common in several other
systems. Chenechal et al. [36] show the virtual arms of the remote VR
user in the field of view of a local AR user (see Figure 2.12). Piumsom-
boon et al. [181] represent remote users with a virtual 3D head and a
virtual hands model. Bai et al. [8] apply a similar representation but
also add a virtual line to represent the eye gaze of users. Some systems
construct the mesh of a user’s avatar from video frames [61]. This
representation encourages non-verbal communication as it provides
rich information about the full body of users. Other approaches [234,
238] build instead a point-cloud representation of the collaborators’
body.

Although such representations of remote collaborators are meant to
be useful, they may not always be relevant. Osmers et al. [171] found
that the presence of an avatar has only an effect if the task or the
setting creates a need for them.
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2.2.4 Conclusion

According to Gutwin and Greenberg [89], “workspace awareness is useful
for making collaborative interaction more efficient, less effortful, and less
error-prone”. When collaborators are physically distant, preserving
awareness is more challenging. Still, there are many possible ways
of supporting awareness. For example, pointing or annotation tech-
niques can offer spatial references for collaboration. There are also
techniques that communicate hand gestures in the form of augmented
video, mesh, or point-clouds. Unfortunately, such techniques have
their own limitations, as they cannot convey all information cues that
are naturally available when people interact within the same physical
space.

I also reviewed techniques that rely on video-mediated communica-
tion, using one or more physical cameras. A main limitation of such
techniques is the fact that the views of remote users are constrained
by the viewpoint of these cameras. For example, a head camera is only
controlled by its wearer. We need to better understand how to best
make use of them.

Furthermore, I discussed the role of territoriality and examined
strategies for managing collaborators’ occupation of space. While
several studies have explored collaborators’ behavior regarding private
and public space, there is very little related work on collaboration
in AR environments, where the workspace is 3D and virtual content
appears in a shared physical space.

2.3 beyond physics

Physical laws limit our potential for action in the physical world. They
are unbreakable and apply to us as well as our surroundings. For
example, gravity makes us tied to the ground, and walls won’t let
us cross them. Likewise, our perception of the world is limited by
physics, so we see only what is directly reachable by our eyes. And as
distances become larger, our direct communication channels through
voice, gaze, and gesture disappear.

To some extent, interaction design has transferred physical behaviors
to the virtual world [257]. Previous research has even tried to apply
physics to WIMP interfaces on the desktop [2]. In the context of
collaborative systems, Randall B. Smith argues in favor of a “What
You See Is What I Think You See” [212] principle, which requires that
collaborators interact as in the physical world.

The are many reasons why preserving the metaphors of the physical
world might be desirable. First, people are familiar with physics and
can predict its outcomes. Thus, breaking their laws in a virtual 3D
space could bewilder users. Adapting to a new behavior requires
learning, which means additional time and effort. Also, going from
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reality to virtuality, or inversely, from virtuality to reality, requires a
certain consistency such that users can easily understand how to adapt
their actions. As reality is constrained by its physics, by transferring
that physics to the virtual world, we can achieve fluid transitions that
leverage the existing skills of users [194].

However, virtual worlds are completely artificial and do not need to
be subject to physics. So it is possible to bypass the constraints of the
physical world and explore new design possibilities, e.g., create novel
VR interactions that extend the laws of physics [257] [88]. This can
also be true for AR environments, where virtual spaces are embedded
in the physical world. As Michelis et al. [45] point out:

"Augmented places are not virtual copies of a physical place:
their spatial arrangements are not possible in the physical reality,
they are the genuine outcome of the design of a new form of space,
with qualities like plasticity and flexibility quite absent from the
physical space where we live" [45].

Thus, AR can also support non-physical interaction behaviors.
In the following paragraphs, I will discuss ways in which virtual

behavior goes beyond our expectations when we interact with the
physical world. I will present interaction techniques and virtual repre-
sentations that challenge the physical laws. I will especially focus on
techniques that allow remote collaborators to deal with the distance
that separates them and work together. Finally, I will take a closer
look at how users can navigate among multiple-view representations
to overcome the physical constraints posed by their viewpoints.

2.3.1 From physical to virtual spaces and objects

A virtual space in which interaction takes place can have properties
different than its physical counterpart.

As an example, Thanyadit et al. [237] use the mirror metaphor to
design a virtual surface that mirrors users’ hands and reproduces
their movements. The users can then manipulate the objects in front
of them with their physical hands and the objects behind the virtual
mirror with their mirrored hand replicas. This interaction is then used
to organize files, where the space in front of the user is a working
space, and the space of the hands’ replica is a storage space.

Also, interaction in a virtual space may involve “unusual” objects,
where virtual content can take interactive representations that are
different from how it would normally appear in the physical world.
For example, Sihwa Park [174] represents a recorded audio signal as a
three-dimensional shape in AR. Users can then interact with this shape
to replay the recorded signal or change its characteristics. Or, as in
GhostAR [26], movement can be represented as a transparent volume.
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Representing such abstract non-materialized concepts as virtual objects
provides new ways of interacting with them.

The decorrelation between virtual spaces and objects in the physical
world may change how collaboration takes place. For example, abstract
objects can be used to populate the virtual space of users who interact
through an AR tablet. Used as Shared Virtual Landmarks [165], they
can positively influence communication behavior. They may reduce
the occurrence of ambiguous deictic expressions and avoid potential
conflict situations. Similarly, in a co-located collaborative mixed-reality
task for object identification and positioning, Muller et al. [164] ob-
serve that adding virtual objects as spatial cues positively influences
collaborators’ communication behavior, decreases user task load, and
improves user experience.

2.3.1.1 The integrity of virtual objects

Physical objects need to be rebuilt to regain their original state after
modification. In contrast, the geometry of virtual objects can be altered
without affecting their original shape. We can thus design techniques
that can break or deform a wall to look inside hidden objects. For
example, Pindat et al. [175] introduce a visualization technique that
enables users to “dig” a temporary hole in a virtual 3D model to
observe its interior. McGuffin et al. [160] take another approach, where
they deform the model to visualize its content better. They consider
various deformations, such as: defining a volume around an area of
interest and opening this volume like a peel (Peeler Tool), rotating
this area around a given axis (Leafer Tool), expanding surfaces from a
given point (Sphere expander tool), remove content inside a box (box
spreader tool) or slice a volume using a v-shaped virtual knife (Hinge
Spreader Tool).

Another approach consists in defining a volume and selecting which
part of a 3D model is rendered inside and outside. Viega et al. [244]
first demonstrated this technique using Magic Lenses. Magic lenses
can be flat or volumetric. Looser et al. [150] further explored this
technique for AR interactions, such as Magnification, Object Selection
and Manipulation, or Information Filtering. Such interactions make it
possible to respectively examine distant objects closely or close objects
in greater detail, select and manipulate objects visible in the lens,
and filter the information shown through the lens. Lenses have been
studied for object selection. The results show that while lenses are not
especially accurate, they require less hand and head movement with
lower head movement speed over direct touch or ray-casting [151].
The shape and tangibility of such lenses have also been explored with
Flexible AR Tangible Magic Lens [152]. This interaction is based on a
foldable physical surface that the user can move around using two
physical handles (see Figure 2.13).
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Figure 2.13: A flexible and tangible Magic Lens used to investigate the inter-
nal components of an electronic appliance. Figure from Looser
et al. [152].

In Mixed Reality, a physical object can have a digital counterpart.
These virtual objects may, for example, be used to generate instruc-
tions for guidance by visualizing the final placement of a physical
object [168]. They can also show certain aspects of a physical ob-
ject without hindering its manipulation. In a remote Mixed Reality
scenario, a user can then manipulate a physical object while their
collaborator manipulates a virtual copy. This helps perceive different
perspectives of this object among collaborators and facilitates deictic
references [62]. Likewise, a part of a physical object can be duplicated
to provide an additional alternative view and help physical operations
in occluded areas, like connecting a plug behind a television [147].
Virtual objects can also be duplicated to avoid manipulation conflicts
in a collaborative scenario. Xia et al. [257] use, for example, parallel
objects, which are copies of virtual objects created when collaborators
disagree on where this object should be placed.

2.3.1.2 Transparency

The colors and transparency of physical objects are defined by their
materials. As physical matter is defined by its physical properties, it
can be hard to modify. In contrast, virtual objects are not made of such
matter. Therefore, their representation can easily be controlled and
changed through time.

Partial transparency can temporarily unveil occluded areas. Elmqvist
et al. [57] show that such dynamic transparency can lead to faster
performance and more precision in 3D navigation compared to no
transparency. Also, partial transparency improves the perception of
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Figure 2.14: Geometrical deformation of a virtual city model (a) to extend
the visibility of occluded streets and buildings (b). Figure from
Chen et al. [35].

important occluded features while still showing elements from the
occluding part of the model [112]. Transparency can be simulated in
AR to provide a X-Ray effect and help spatial navigation [47]. Similarly,
Klemen et al. [147] found that seeing through an object using AR helps
perform operations in occluded areas.

Transparency can also help users perceive multiple spaces at once
when it is applied to the whole scene. Schjerlund22 et al. [202] used
transparency to represent multiple virtual places simultaneously. By
overlapping virtual spaces and making them transparent, those be-
come visible at the same time from a first-person perspective. The
authors found that this technique reduces completion time and the
physical motion exerted by the user’s head in an object collection task.

2.3.1.3 Workspace deformations

There also exist techniques that deform the visual space to help users
get a wider view of their workspace (either personal or shared). Fraser
et al. [65] used Peripheral Lenses [192] to extend the peripheral vi-
sion of users in a desktop Collaborative Virtual Environment. Such
lenses may increase awareness about the workspace. However, their
peripheral distortion may hinder interaction and may fail to represent
collaborators’ actions in a precise way.

Another approach consists in deforming the virtual content itself.
UrbanRama [35] includes an interaction technique that folds the space
in front of a VR user (see Figure 2.14). This spatial deformation lets
users perceive occluded elements and visually explore urban land-
scapes in VR. By mixing local and global perspectives of city 3D
models, Chen et al. [35] show that the technique does not hamper the
user’s perception of distance orientation and does not degrade the
navigation experience. Ballon probe [56] inflates the virtual space at a
given point in space and avoids occlusions by taking away overlap-
ping objects. Unfortunately, such space deformations alter the relative
positioning of objects and may disorient users.

The virtual representation of a user’s body can also be altered. In
particular, the position and orientation of virtual collaborators can be
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manipulated to be slightly different than the physical ones. Previous
work [159, 217] suggests that controlling this difference according
to the pointed location and the viewpoints of collaborators can help
increase the accuracy of deictic gestures.

Deformations can be extended to the full virtual workspace. For
example, Pisani et al. [177] experimented with hyperbolic virtual
spaces that do not respect Euclidean geometry. They suggest that such
spaces may feel more intuitive for navigating branching structures.
Singh and Balakrishnan [210] went even further by exploring the
visualization of 3D scenes with non-linear projections.

2.3.1.4 Collaboration at different scales

Although changing the size of the physical world is impossible, virtual
environments are not bounded to this constraint. Thus, we can build
VR collaborative environments whose users can experience different
scale factors [64]. In particular, VR users can change the size of their
environment to get a better view of a 3D model. Previous work has
introduced various VR and AR systems that play with the scale in
imaginative ways. Roo and Hachet [195] switch from AR to VR to scale
virtual objects in mid-air for better inspection and closer interaction. In
a collaborative face-to-face AR scenario, Kiyokawa et al. [127] enabled
users to seamlessly switch from AR to VR to scale the workspace
and change perspective as they work around a shared 3D model.
Piumsomboon et al. [181] extend this concept further by supporting
awareness cues about users’ hand manipulations and their gaze. They
define a God Mode, where the VR user appears at a bigger scale than the
AR user, and a Miniature Mode, where the VR user becomes smaller
than the AR user. Such configurations had been initially explored
more than ten years earlier by Stafford et al. [220]. Their God-like
interaction helped tabletop users to provide deictic instructions to their
AR collaborators at a different scale (see Figure 2.15a). The AR users
perceived their collaborator’s hand as a giant hand that moved over
their head (see Figure 2.15b).

In SnowDome [178], which is a more recent system, VR users can
interactively scale their environment by going into or out of a pre-
defined area of their workspace. Or they can they can use if as a
miniature mock-up [41].

In a virtual environment, collaborators cannot simply change the
scale of the objects. They can also interact with and scale the repre-
sentation of their peers. For example, Piumsomboon et al. [179] use
avatars to represent VR users in the virtual space of their AR part-
ners. When the VR users are out of sight of their collaborator, their
avatar is automatically scaled down and moved to a visible location.
Piumsomboon et al. report that this scaling technique improves the
performance of object placement and enhances social presence. Xia
et al. [257] make avatars first-class interaction objects (Avatar Objects)
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.15: (a) An indoor user pointing at a location on a tabletop surface,
which contains a virtual representation of the outdoor world. (b)
Outdoor AR view showing the indoor user’s hand appearing
from the sky and pointing toward a location in the distance.
Figure from Stafford et al. [220].

that allow VR users to manipulate their collaborators like other virtual
objects, e.g., they can grab them, make them smaller, and bring them
closer to show them their edits. Piumsomboon et al. [180] apply a
similar approach to AR: a VR user (Miniature) is immersed in a 360

degrees live video stream of a physical-world scene captured by a
camera that is controlled by a remote AR user (Giant). The camera can
be worn on the shoulder or the head of the Giant or be manipulated
directly with their hands.

2.3.2 Reconstructing a remote MR workspace

To perform a collaborative task in an AR environment, the users have
to share information from both the virtual and the physical world. For
co-located collaboration, this sharing is implicit because collaborators
perceive the same physical and virtual workspace. They can therefore
rely on traditional communication channels, such as voice, gaze, or
gesture. However, when collaborators are not physically present in
the same workspace, communication needs to be performed remotely.
Likewise, when remote users cannot be physically present, they need
to have access to synchronized representations of this workspace.
Previous work explored different approaches to address this situation,
either through video or by reconstructing the indoor environment of
the local user [114]. I have discussed video-mediated communication
systems in previous sections (see Section 2.1.2.3). Here, I will focus on
3D reconstruction techniques and highlight some of their limits.

2.3.2.1 Mesh reconstruction

A common solution for supporting remote collaboration is to use
virtual replicas of physical objects, as in the work of Oda et al. [168]
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Figure 2.16: The Virtualized Reality studio: conceptual (a) and technical
implementation (b). Figure from Kanade et al. [113].

where a remote expert wearing a VR headset gives instructions to a
local worker with an AR headset. Unfortunately, such virtual replicas
have to be created in advance and provide partial only information
about the physical environment of the local AR user.

It is possible to reconstruct a physical environment in a virtual
world by using a set of static cameras. Fuchs et al. [66] propose a "sea-
of-camera" for a 3D teleconferencing scenario. These cameras create a
polygonal model of the workspace that is visible to all collaborators.
In the same direction, the Virtualized Reality reconstructs a physical
scene in the virtual world using a cluster of cameras placed around
a dome. An early example of such remote workspace reconstruction
was the Virtualized Reality studio [113], based on 51 cameras placed on
a geodesic dome (see Figure 2.16).

More recently, Gauglitz et al. [74] used a simultaneous localization
and mapping (SLAM) system with a tablet or smartphone camera
to project three-dimensional annotations. Such techniques can be
combined with AR headsets [264] and can support a range of scenarios,
such as helping remote users configure IoT devices [154]. Their key
limitation is that they consider spatial information as “seen” by the
device and thus provide partial only reconstruction. Other research on
remote mobile assistance investigated how to track a 3D space through
light fields [163]. However, such systems lack depth information and
occlusion management can be problematic.

Finally, workspace reconstruction can rely on fusion techniques [104].
In BeThere [213], for example, a local user pre-captures the 3D geom-
etry of the workspace with a mobile depth camera to share it with
a remote user. Piumsomboon et al. [181] followed a similar recon-
struction approach to share a physical space with a remote VR user.
Adcock et al. [1] used instead multiple depth cameras to implement a
real-time volume fusion of the physical space. Their system constructs
a colored mesh that can be updated through time to track dynamic
objects. Unfortunately, this fusion of a dynamic space is not immediate.
Despite promising research on dynamic mesh reconstruction for the
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human body [50] [209], such reconstruction techniques cannot provide
yet a dynamic reconstruction of a full workspace.

2.3.2.2 Point-cloud representations

An alternative solution for representing dynamic physical-world 3D
scenes is through point clouds. In the context of remote collaboration,
point clouds have been used to communicate the physical environment
of a local user, part of the collaborators’ body, or specific objects in
a physical workspace. For example, Gao et al. [72] visualize with
point clouds the hands of remote users. Bai et al. [8] use them to
communicate the physical space of an AR user to a remote collaborator
who wears a VR headset [8]. To do so, they install multiple depth
cameras in the workspace of the AR user. A limitation of their system
is that it can only display low-resolution 3D panoramas and simplistic
avatar representations of the local user.

Gao et al. [71] use a single smartphone with a depth sensor to
reconstruct a physical scene as a static point cloud. The mobile user
captures the local scene from multiple viewpoints to generate a colored
point-cloud representation. A remote VR user can then interact with
this representation to inspect the workspace of the local user and
provide guidance.

2.3.2.3 Mixed representations

Jones et al. [110] observe that the reduced quality of a full 3D recon-
struction can distort collaborators’ expressiveness and make them
experience an “uncanny valley of XR [extended reality] telepresence”. The
authors also report that “the more immersive an XR Telepresence system is,
the more amplified technical issues, such as latency, video quality, and control
become” [110]. A complementary strategy consists thus in combining
multiple representations to counterbalance their limitations.

Kumaravel et al. [238] study two representations that communicate
the virtual and physical workspace of a local user: (i) a 2D video stream
and (ii) an hologlyph, a 3D representation of spatial data captured by
depth cameras and rendered as a point cloud. Feick et al. [62] combine,
instead, two parallel views for a remote expert user: (i) a video feed
showing the other user manipulating a physical object, and (ii) a 3D
scene that allows the expert to gesture over a virtual proxy of the
object. In other mixed-reality systems, remote collaborators can switch
between a 360◦ panorama video and a 3D reconstructed scene [235].
Gao et al. [70] used a static 3D reconstruction as well as 2D or 360°
video to support a remote collaboration between a VR and an AR
collaborator. They found that the VR collaborators preferred the 3D
static overview over the video to search for targets and learn the
physical layout of a remote workspace. The 360° live video view was
preferred over the 2D first-person view. The main reason was that the
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former provided more independence, thus, users could better control
the task process and check their collaborator’s actions.

2.3.3 View transition techniques

VR worlds impose few constraints on the way users can navigate in
3D space. This navigation freedom enables them to inspect virtual
content from arbitrary viewpoints [1] [113]. It also helps them com-
prehend movement in space, as actions can be replayed from different
perspectives [43] [209].

Viewpoints can also be controlled by creating portals, as in Photo-
portals [132], or by teleporting collaborators, as in Spacetime [257].
These view transition techniques, however, support navigation within
virtual environments only – they do not consider the collaborators’
physical space. But other authors have tried to address this gap. For
instance, Tatzgern et al [232] studied how to seamlessly transition
between AR and VR views, taking into consideration both the vir-
tual and the physical world. In other cases, the users may need to be
present in the same physical space but interact with different virtual
or augmented environments. For such scenarios, Slice of Light [248]
uses physical proximity to enable users to view and navigate within
the virtual space of their collaborators.

JackIn Space [129] propose a spatial navigation technique for collabo-
ration that simulates a virtual out-of-body experience. A VR user can
seamlessly transition from a free third-person view of the workspace
to the first-person views of their collaborators (see Figure 2.17). By
doing so, they switch from the view of fish-eye cameras worn by
collaborators to a virtual camera view showing a point cloud recon-
struction of the workspace. But in contrast with VR, AR collaboration
is constrained by the position and coordination of the available phys-
ical cameras. With the MagicBook[13], AR users can switch among
augmented content by turning the pages of a physical book but users
have to move around to change their perspectives. Therefore, they are
constrained by their physical abilities.

Using multiple cameras can provide alternative viewpoints. Tran-
sitioning among these views can help in teleoperation, such as con-
trolling a robot. Praveena et al. [183] suggest that switching among
multiple view-aligned control frames may allow users to work in a
local frame of reference without maintaining global spatial awareness.
In Augmented Reality, Rasmussen and Huang [187] show previews
from multiple cameras to a remote desktop user. They can then switch
among them to perceive a remote workspace from different view-
points.

View changes in multiple video streams can be done manually or
automatically. In the first case, viewers have autonomy and freedom,
but this induces a higher task load for them. In the second case,
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Figure 2.17: The JackIn Space telepresence concept: (1) A remote user per-
ceives A’s first-person view (view 1). (2) The remote user’s view-
point smoothly moves out from the viewpoint of A to become a
third-person perspective (view 2). (3) The user can freely change
his/her view position, and alternatively, see from external cam-
eras. (4) The user’s viewpoint moves to user B’s viewpoint (view
3). Figure from Komiyama et al. [129].

viewers experience less control but can concentrate on the content
rather than following an object of interest [241]. Tait et al. [227]
found that view independence can increase the speed and quality
of collaboration when instructions are given from a remote desktop
user. However, view independence does not necessarily improve the
accuracy of the performed task.

Finally, changing views can help AR users keep track of time. e.g.,
by quickly switching among snapshots of their past views [222].

2.3.4 Conclusion

I discussed how interaction with virtual worlds extends beyond what
is possible in the physical world. A virtual environment can support
imaginative representations and is subject to a range of transforma-
tions that can change its geometry, scale, and transparency. These
transformations can be used to perceive occluded areas or layered
3D models better. In AR environments, however, such techniques are
not easy to implement. While a virtual augmentation can be trans-
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formed without considering the physical laws, the real objects cannot
be deconstructed, scaled, or made translucent.

A possible solution is to use 3D reconstruction techniques that cap-
ture the geometry of the remote physical space and its objects. 3D
reconstruction can enhance collaboration by offering more advanced
interactions with the environment of remote collaborators. It can
also support new representations that extend the physical laws, e.g.,
through transformations that avoid occlusions or better manage the
available space. Unfortunately, 3D reconstruction techniques require
complex hardware setups and bandwidth-consuming systems. Fur-
thermore, the collaboration efficiency in reconstructed environments
depends on the quality of the actual reconstruction, which is often not
realistic.

An alternative solution is to combine multiple views or representa-
tions. For example, a MR system could let users see augmented video
streams from multiple cameras in the distant workspace. Such videos
would then be combined with virtual scenes. The downside of this ap-
proach is that switching among representations breaks the continuity
of users’ perception and may increase the effort required to navigate
the scene. Thus, the challenge is to provide the right techniques that
deal with this problem.

2.4 positioning my work

In the rest of my dissertation, I study two distinct situations of col-
laborative design. First, I focus on co-located collaboration, where
designers meet at the same physical space. In this case, they work in
close proximity with each other and use natural speech, gaze, and ges-
tures to communicate directly. But in an AR environment, the virtual
worlds the collaborators see and interact with do not have to be the
same. The "What You See Is What I Think You See” principle does not
necessarily hold. I am especially interested in solutions that assist the
early design phases, where designers need to generate a large number
of ideas, compare them, and then discuss them together.

I borrow ideas from space management techniques developed in
other contexts (e.g., interaction around tabletops [206]), which enable
collaborators to switch between a personal and a shared workspace. I
also drive inspiration from VR frameworks like Spacetime [257] that
introduce concepts of collaborative interaction objects that break the
limits of physical laws. But when users wear an AR headset, their
personal spaces can be hidden to others, so the key challenge is how
to preserve awareness about the tasks of co-located partners, help
them effectively switch among their virtual spaces and coordinate
their actions.

Second, I explore how AR can assist remote collaboration design
tasks. A few months after my thesis started, the COVID-19 outbreak
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forced millions of people to work at home. Video became the domi-
nant medium of communication, and I personally had to collaborate
remotely with my thesis advisors. In our remote meetings, I had to
explain my design solutions, but this was not always easy as they did
not have access to AR equipment. This situation further motivated me
to look into this problem. Unfortunately, video does not convey all
communication cues available in face-to-face collaboration. And the
situation can be more problematic when remote users need to collabo-
rate around a 3D design task, move in space, annotate or interact with
a 3D model.

In the previous sections, I identified existing approaches to this
problem, but I also discussed their limitations. Some approaches rely
on 3D reconstruction techniques but require a complex hardware
set-up to fully capture a 3D space. In addition, their degraded recon-
struction quality can hinder collaboration efficiency by letting users
experience an “uncanny valley of telepresence” [110]. Thus, I focus
on more practical solutions based on the use of multiple virtual or
augmented views that complement each other. I also reviewed the re-
sults of several studies [67, 75, 223] that compared the effectiveness of
alternative camera views. However, most of these studies have looked
into traditional video representations without augmentation. Besides,
to a great extent, their conclusions have been contradictory and non
conclusive. My goal is to better understand the trade-offs of comple-
mentary views and representations (either virtual or augmented) and
investigate techniques that could seamlessly link them together.
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AR technologies have direct applications to traditional design sketch-
ing and modeling. The embedded virtual space offers a three-dimen-
sional canvas for generating and modifying 3D objects. Because AR
users also perceive their physical surroundings, they can create and
modify virtual 3D content by using physical landmarks, materials,
and tools as context [135] or as guides [245]. Making use of the phys-
ical environment is particularly useful, for example, in architectural
design [20], when designing design of a living room [208], or in man-
ufacturing [251].

In design practice, designers usually start by sketching ideas [82].
This ideation phase is usually conducted in groups, which allows
designers to take advantage of their different skills and expertise.
Technology can support this collaborative process through software
tools that help the designers to develop, compare, and confront ideas.
For example, systems like Teamstorm [92] support the collaborative
creation of parallel design solutions. Likewise, Co-3Deator [182] facili-
tates the sharing and reuse of design-related information.

However, as multiple ideas are materialized in the same physical
space (e.g. when two designers add content or annotations around
the same object), they need to compete for space, and conflicts arise.
Moreover, although some designers can improve their creativity by
observing their collaborators’ artifacts [247], others may be inhibited
by the visibility of their creations [77].

The physical world forces people to perceive a shared workspace in
the exact same state. Virtual worlds, in contrast, are not tied to this
constraint. When users perceive augmentations through their personal
AR equipment (e.g., if they wear an AR headset), they can appear in
different virtual spaces. However, both situations have limitations. On
one hand, presenting different virtual content to collaborators in the
same physical space can isolate them and restrict their collaboration.
On the other hand, sharing the same virtual content can limit the
number of ideas that can be presented at the same time and may
reduce the control that designers feel they have on their own ideas.

In this chapter, I explore a conceptual framework that allows multi-
ple virtual augmentations that may represent alternative design ver-
sions to be associated with a single physical object. In this framework,
the AR users can control which augmentation(s) they wish to view for
a given physical object, independently from their collaborators. They
can also create their own augmentations without being constrained by

46
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other augmentations that already exist in a virtual space. The users
can also choose to share the designs they have sketched to discuss
them with their partners to eventually converge their solutions.

I present a use case scenario that demonstrates the application of this
framework. In this scenario, two fashion designers explore ideas by
3D sketching around a physical mannequin. I discuss the concepts of
this framework in more detail. I also present a system that implements
the key functionality of this scenario.

3.1 scenario

Before I present our conceptual framework in detail, I will start with a
scenario that illustrates its main concepts. In this scenario, two fashion
designers explore the design of a new female jacket around a physical
sewing mannequin. I present it as a creative process expressed through
convergent and divergent processes [190].

3.1.1 Equipment

Designers are in the same room, in which the sewing mannequin is
placed. They are equipped with a Microsoft HoloLens 2 AR head-
set [266]. They also hold a mouse device with their non-dominant
hand that is directly connected to their AR headset. The AR headsets
of the two collaborators are connected to the same Wifi network.

3.1.2 Context

We1 assume that our scenario takes place in the workshop of a fashion
house. Gabrielle and Karl are two fashion designers who work together
on the design of a new jacket. The dimensions of this jacket are
constrained by a physical sewing mannequin, located in the workshop.
The two fashion designers meet in this workshop for a collaborative
design session.

3.1.3 Simultaneous co-creation

Karl and Gabrielle both wear an AR headset. Their views are calibrated,
such that they can view a common virtual scene at the exact same
location. At the beginning of the session, Gabrielle’s virtual space
(the one she perceives through her headset) is similar to Karl’s. They
position themselves around the physical mannequin and begin the
design process (see Figure 4.9).

1 This work is the result of a collaboration between my thesis supervisors and myself.
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Figure 3.1: Co-creation with Augmented Reality. Gabrielle and Karl, two
fashion designers, use AR headsets to design a virtual 3D model
of a jacket around a physical sewing mannequin.

3.1.3.1 Creation tools

Karl and Gabrielle can use tools to interact with their virtual space.
These tools are activated by the mouse buttons and then controlled
by their dominant hand. A small sphere is displayed at the tip of
their index finger to indicate the status and position of the tool. The
available tools are as follows:

drawing : When this tool is activated, a mesh is generated at the
tip of the index finger of the user’s dominant hand to form a
virtual ribbon (see Figure 3.2.a). The direction of the ribbon is
given by the tangent to the path of the index finger. The length
of the ribbon is defined by the speed of the finger. This choice is
motivated by the work of Dudley et al. [52], who observed that
bare-hand drawing appears to be a fast creation tool, making it
optimal for quick sketching of ideas.

eraser : This tool displays a virtual sphere of about ten centimeters
in diameter around the tip of the index finger of the user’s
dominant hand (see Figure 3.2.b). When activated, all ribbon
pieces inside this sphere are deleted.

selection : This tool displays a virtual sphere of the same dimen-
sions as the eraser tool. When it is activated, the pieces of ribbon
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.2: 3D sketching tools for the realization of a virtual 3D sketch on a
physical sewing mannequin. (a) Tool for drawing virtual ribbons
and (b) tool for erasing virtual ribbons.

that collide with the inside of the sphere are selected and high-
lighted with an outline effect.

Karl and Gabrielle can open or hide a main menu in the form of a
virtual window by pressing the left mouse button. This menu allows
them to select a design tool using dedicated buttons. This menu also
contains sliders to change the height of the generated ribbons, their
hue, saturation, and brightness.

3.1.3.2 Collaborative 3D sketching

Karl draws a virtual 3D line around the mannequin’s neck to create a
rough collar. As he is not satisfied, he erases the line, and draws a new
sketch. Gabrielle perceives the whole set of lines drawn and erased by
Karl in her field of vision. While Karl draws his second outline, she
approves it verbally and expresses her wish to reproduce a similar
curve at the bottom of the cloth. Thus, she draws a 3D curve around
the mannequin’s waist to illustrate her idea.

To register their progress, Gabrielle creates a version of the 3D
drawing through a Version Object. To do so, she grabs with her
dominant hand the 3D space in which the sketched curves appear
(Figure 3.3.a). This gesture allows her to make a Version Object appear,
which she then holds in her hand (Figure 3.3.b). Gabrielle moves the
object next to the mannequin and then releases it to fix its position in
space (Figure 3.3.c). She decides to store all Version Objects that refer
to the same design idea around the same location. This allows her to
define a collection of Version Objects, so that she can later find them
easily. Gabrielle now sees the Version Object that corresponds to the
current version of the 3D design in her virtual space. She decides not
to share it, so Karl cannot see it his own virtual space.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3.3: Creation of a Version Object to save a version of a 3D drawing.
(a) Extraction of a Version Object by entering the 3D drawing, (b)
moving the Virtual Object in the workspace and (c) storing the
Virtual Object in the workspace.

3.1.4 Divergence

As a first step, Gabrielle and Karl generate as many ideas as possible.
They produce several 3D sketches of the jacket they want to design to
create a rich design space.

3.1.4.1 Desynchronization of virtual spaces

When Karl finishes his new draft of the collar, he notices Gabrielle’s
tracing of a virtual line around the waist of the mannequin. However,
when he approves her idea, he is not satisfied with its rendering.
Just as if he would have started a new sketch in his sketchbook,
Karl decides to create a new version of the 3D drawing to develop
a new idea in parallel with Gabrielle’s original idea. In order not to
disturb her, he decides to create a copy of the current 3D drawing
and to desynchronize their virtual spaces. To this end, he creates
a Version Object over the current drawing. Several menu options
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around the Version Object are now visible (Figures 3.3.b and 3.3.c).
He selects the "Apply" item. From now on, he only views the virtual
features added to the drawing before the creation of the Version Object.
Karl can see Gabrielle working on her version of the drawing, but
the strokes she draws gradually disappear. He also notices that an
icon above Gabrielle’s head indicates that their virtual spaces are not
synchronized. The icon above his index (Figure 3.2) has also changed.
Karl decides to modify the 3D drawing to further explore his idea,
knowing that his changes will not impact the version that is currently
viewed by Gabrielle.

3.1.4.2 Synchronization of collaborators’ virtual spaces

The virtual space of Gabrielle and Karl are now desynchronized, but
Karl wishes to take a look at the 3D drawing on which Gabrielle is
working. He opens his main menu and makes a "peek" while holding
down the corresponding button. By doing so, his virtual space is tem-
porarily put in the state of Gabrielle’s space, with a transparency effect
on the lines of the 3D drawing. Karl quickly identifie the elements
that he wants to discuss with Gabrielle and then releases the button,
which returns his virtual space its previous state.

To fully synchronize his virtual space with Gabrielle’s virtual space,
Karl clicks the "Synchronize" option in his main menu. Now, he can
see the 3D drawing in the same version that Gabrielle sees it. As
Gabrielle continues to make modifications to the drawing, Karl sees
these changes in real time. Karl discusses the new version of the draw-
ing with Gabrielle and then returns to his original version before the
synchronization. He clicks the "Desynchronize" button, which replaces
the "Synchronize" button in his main menu. This action desynchro-
nizes their virtual spaces, and Gabrielle can keep working on her
version while Karl continues to work on his original version.

3.1.4.3 Visibility of virtual spaces

Karl and Gabrielle have desynchronized their virtual spaces. Gabrielle
now wants to work on a new idea without Karl seeing it. She decides
to click on a button to switch to a private mode, making it impossible
for Karl to synchronize his virtual space with hers. As a result, the
"Synchronize" and "Peek" buttons become inactive.

Gabrielle saves the different versions of her 3D drawing as Version
Objects, which are non-shared. To allow Karl to see some of the
versions she has created, Gabrielle sets the corresponding Version
Objects to shared by pressing the "Share" button that appears next
to the objects. Karl can now see and interact with these objects in his
virtual space, in the same positions as Gabrielle.

When Gabrielle is happy with her version, she clicks on a button
to switch to the "public" mode and lets Karl know that she has been
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working on an idea and would like his opinion. Karl sees the "Syn-
chronize" button become active again in his menu and can click on it
to synchronize his virtual space with Gabrielle’s virtual space.

3.1.5 Convergence

Karl and Gabrielle have completed their ideation phase and are ready
to identify the main idea that will guide the realization of the jacket.
To do this, they need to compare the different versions of the jacket
that they have created and find the most relevant one.

To facilitate this process, they begin by sharing the Version Objects
of the jacket that they want to consider. This allows both Karl and
Gabrielle to access the same set of objects and compare them side by
side.

3.1.5.1 Browsing alternatives

Karl is having trouble locating a specific version among the many
Version Objects that he has created. However, he does know that some
of the features in his current working version are also present in the
version he is looking for. To narrow down the search, he decides to
use the filtering by content function.

Karl begins by selecting certain strokes from his working version.
This brings up the existing and shared Version Objects that contain
those same strokes. However, he finds that the number of Version
Objects returned by the search is too large to easily find the version
he is looking for.

To further refine his search, Karl decides to select the strokes from
his working version that are not present in the version he is searching
for. This operation filters out the Version Objects that share the selected
traits and allows him to quickly locate the version he needs.

3.1.5.2 Visualizing alternatives

Gabrielle wants to compare her current 3D drawing with another ver-
sion. To do so, she presses the "Preview" button of the corresponding
Version Object to generate a "preview" of the other version. This causes
the drawing of the other version to be superimposed on her current
drawing. Any features of Gabrielle’s design that are not present in the
other version are highlighted using a set of colors and transparency.
Similarly, any features of the other version’s drawing that are not
present in Gabrielle’s current version are also highlighted using colors
and transparency.
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3.1.5.3 Comparing and merging different version

While using the preview of another version, Karl notices a part of a
3D drawing that could be added to his current version. He decides
to use the Version Object from this version to generate a spherical
3D portal (see Figure 3.4). A transparent sphere appears next to the
Version Object, and the augmentation as it exists in the other version
is visible inside this sphere. The augmentation as Karl perceived it
before the portal appeared is visible outside the sphere.

Karl moves this 3D portal and resizes it so that he can see half of the
full augmentation in the other version and the other half in his own
version. He then selects the features inside the 3D portal that interest
him and imports them into his current version. These lines are now
present both in the Version Object and in Karl’s working version.

3.1.6 Summary of the scenario

This scenario is an example of collaborative design on a virtual model
associated with a physical object. It is based on the use of 3D drawing
in Augmented Reality to create sketches or handwritten annotations
in 3D. In this scenario, two designers, Gabrielle and Karl, want to save
their creation artifacts at specific moments and create, explore, and
compare alternatives to these artifacts. They can also use dedicated
tools to control the visibility of their creations. The purpose of this
scenario is to demonstrate the use of synchronization and desynchro-
nization of collaborators’ virtual spaces in Augmented Reality, as well
as Version Objects. These concepts are detailed in the following section.

3.2 conceptual framework

In this section, I present a conceptual framework that generalizes
the scenario discussed in Section 3.1. The framework is designed to
address the needs of two collaborators working together in an Aug-
mented Reality (AR) context to design augmentations for a physical
object. Each collaborator uses their own AR device to view their own
virtual space.

In this framework, a virtual space refers to all the virtual content that
a collaborator can see. Conversely, the "working space" is defined as
the combination of the virtual space and the physical space in which
the collaborators are located.

In this framework, the virtual space refers to all the virtual content
that a collaborator can see. Conversely, the working space is defined as
the combination of the virtual space and the physical space in which
the collaborators are located.
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 3.4: Spherical 3D portal generated from a Version Object. (a) 3D
portal to the virtual space of the Version Object, (b) 3D sketch
visible in the virtual space of the Version Object and (c) 3D sketch
from the virtual space hidden by the 3D portal

This framework proposes the use of Version Objects to version the
collaborators’ virtual spaces. This allows collaborators to easily switch
among different different versions of virtual content, work on the
same version, or work on different versions simultaneously by desyn-
chronizing their virtual spaces.

We present a series of tools for collaboration in this context that
allow collaborators to create, organize, and compare multiple virtual
artifacts simultaneously.
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Collection 1

Collection 2

Figure 3.5: Version Objects creation. On the left, a version of a 3D sketch
overlaying a physical sewing mannequin. In the middle, the cor-
responding Version Object. On the left, a collection of Version
Objects.

3.2.1 Reifying versions

The framework captures the different states of a virtual space at user-
defined moments in the form of versions. Version Objects are first-class
interactive objects that reify these versions, such that users can easily
manipulate their past designs and organize them in space. A Version
Object is represented by a virtual object of spherical shape of about
twenty centimeters in diameter. It contains a preview of the 3D model
that is present in the virtual space, allowing users to identify it among
other Version Objects. Its spherical shape enables viewers to observe
it independently from their viewpoint, and its size makes it easy to
manipulable with a single hand. Users can grab Version Objects and
move them in space.

The representation of Version Objects is similar to that of "Con-
tainers" in Spacetime [257]. However, the two concepts are different.
Containers are projections of a subset of the elements of a virtual
space and act as their proxies. They also facilitate navigation in time
or in space. In contrast, Version Objects represent the state of a virtual
space at a given time, so they facilitate instead navigation among the
different versions of the virtual content.

A Version Object is generated based on the virtual information that
is currently observable by a user. Its creation can be initiated by an
input gesture. A user can then move a Version Object and position
it in the workspace. Several Version Objects can be grouped together
around the same space to define collections (see Figure 3.5).

3.2.1.1 Creating a version

Like a photograph captured by a snapshot camera, a Version Object
depicts the state of a user’s virtual environment at the moment of its
creation and is augmented with additional information. By creating
Virtual Objects, users can capture the different stages of their design
process or save a 3D model before they edit it to create an alternative.
The creation of a Version Object is analogous to the creation of a
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Utilisateur 1

Utilisateur 2

Visible par l’utilisateur 2Visible par l’utilisateur 1

Figure 3.6: Version Object visibility. A shared Version Object is visible by all
users. A non-shared Version Object is only visible by its creator.

Figure 3.7: State diagram of virtual spaces.

branch in traditional versioning systems [240]. Any new changes to
an existing version will be applied to this new branch.

3.2.1.2 Sharing a version

When a Version Object is created, only its creator can see it and use it
(see Figure 3.6). A user can decide to share a Version Object with other
users at any time (see Figure 3.7). Then, the Version Object becomes
public, so it is visible and can be manipulated by all users.

This sharing mechanism helps minimize the number of objects
that are visible to users. Users can only view the objects they have
personally created or have been shared with them by their design
partners. Additionally, it enables users to produce a version and pri-
vately explore new design paths without exposing themselves to their
collaborators’ potential judgment.

3.2.2 Browsing versions

3.2.2.1 Switching among versions

The Version Objects allow users to define and switch among different
alternatives for their virtual environment. Each Version Object repre-
sents a different version of the virtual content, and users can place
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their virtual space in the state corresponding to any of these versions.
This enables them to navigate among different virtual environments
and explore the design options that have been created.

With the Version Objects, users can easily return to a previous
version of the virtual content that they are currently viewing, switch
to a different alternative, or create a new alternative if necessary.
This functionality provides users with flexibility and control over
their virtual environment and allows for efficient collaboration among
multiple users.

3.2.2.2 Visualizing more than one version

Viewing multiple 3D models simultaneously can be a powerful tool
for inspiring and comparing alternative designs. However, when these
models overlap, the visualization can become compromised, especially
when the 3D models occupy the same physical space. To avoid this
issue, the Version Objects in this framework provide solutions by
allowing users to generate previews and 3D portals.

Previews. A preview is generated when a user uses a Version Object
to inspect the virtual content it represents. This preview adds the
elements of the virtual space reified by the Version Object to the user’s
virtual space (see Figure 3.8.a). The 3D elements that are not present
in the version associated with the Version Object used for the preview
are highlighted by color and transparency. The same is done for the
3D elements of the Version Object not present in the current version,
but with different colors and transparency levels.

This approach enables users to visually distinguish among the
common and distinct elements of the different versions. However,
occlusion management is not addressed in this conceptual frame-
work. To address this issue, techniques for distorting the space [56] or
degrading the 3D models could be used.

3D portals. A 3D portal that is modifiable by the user in terms of its
size, location, and geometry can be produced using a Version Object.
This portal is based on the use of Magic Lenses [244], whose geometry
can be defined by simple volumes, such as cubes and spheres, or more
complex with the use of deformable surfaces [151].

A 3D portal creates a "porosity" between the user’s current virtual
environment and the virtual environment depicted by the Version
Object. As a result, it becomes feasible to view 3D elements that are
positioned in distinct virtual spaces concurrently while staying in the
same physical environment. By moving a 3D portal to an area of the
virtual environment where a virtual element from one virtual space
coincides with a virtual element from another virtual space, it becomes
possible to view two superimposed 3D models at the same time (see
Figure 3.8.b). A user can then compare these models by adjusting
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Figure 3.8: Preview (a) and 3D portal shaped as a rectangular parallelepiped
(b) to simultaneously visualize two version of a 3D sketching on
a physical sewing mannequin. In (a), the 3D sketching in 1 is a
preview of the version contained in the Version Objects in 2 and 3.
Pink (A) corresponds to the virtual elements shared by versions 2

and 3, yellow (B) to the virtual elements of version 2 not present
in version 3 and blue (C) to the virtual elements of version 3

absent from version 2. In (b), the 3D sketching in 1, outside the
portal, corresponds to the Version Object in 3. The 3D sketching
in 2, inside the portal, corresponds to the Version Object in 4.

the size of the portal, similar to a comparison slider between two
overlapping before and after photos.

A preview or a 3D portal can only be generated from a single Object
Version and are only visible to the user at the time of its creation. These
features are based on the current version of the design and the version
contained in this Version Object (see Figure 3.9). Our framework does
not allow to generate multiple previews or 3D portals at the same
time due to the additional complexity that this functionality would
require [244].

3.2.2.3 Searching for versions

To browse the different existing augmentations, a user can select 3D
elements present in a virtual space and highlight the objects whose
associated virtual spaces do or do not contain these 3D elements.
This feature allows users to find versions based on the elements they
contain or identify versions whose content differs from the current
version.
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Augmentation of a physical object 
by a virtual 3D drawing (Di)

Deactivation of the 3D portal Activation of a 3D portal

Activation of a previewDeactivation of the preview

The drawing associated with the 
Version Object is visible inside the 

3D portal, Di outside

Augmentation of a physical object 
by the 3D drawing of a Version 
Object superimposed on Di by 

transparency

Figure 3.9: State diagram of virtual spaces.

3.2.2.4 Sharing content among versions

Users can import elements from a version into their current version. To
do this, they can create a 3D portal using the Version Object containing
the version whose elements they want to import and select elements
inside this portal to import them. The imported elements are copied
into the current version. This operation is analogous to the "merge"
operation of traditional version control systems [240].

3.2.3 Collaborating through Version Objects

In a co-located collaboration environment, it is possible to move among
different versions by using the previously created Version Objects.
However, switching from one version to another is not always a shared
decision among collaborators. In order to deal with such situations,
our framework allows users to desynchronize or synchronize their
virtual spaces to interact with the same or different virtual spaces. The
users have control over the version they own independently of their
collaborator. As in TeamStorm [92], a synchronized workspace allows
the collaborators to define a group space to work together, while a
desynchronized workspace provides a private space for independent
work.
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a

Espace virtuel de 
l’utilisateur 1

b

Espace de travail perçu par 
l’utilisateur 1 

Utilisateur 1

d

Espace virtuel de 
l’utilisateur 2

c

Espace de travail perçu par 
l’utilisateur 2

Utilisateur 2

Figure 3.10: Desynchronized virtual spaces. Collaborators’ virtual spaces
are in different states (a and d). They see the same physical
mannequin but a different virtual 3D design (b and c).

The desynchronization or synchronization mechanisms do not affect
the visibility of the Version Objects. Users perceive the Version Objects
they created or are shared with them, irrespective of whether their
virtual space is synchronized or not with the one of their collaborators.

3.2.3.1 Desynchronizing virtual spaces

Collaborators can desynchronize their virtual space (see Figure 3.10).
This operation occurs when a users interact with a Version Object to
switch to its reified version. The virtual space of the user who is willing
to switch versions changes accordingly, while the collaborator’s virtual
space remains the same. This mechanism can, for example, be used to
explore different design ideas or to benefit from a private space. When
the virtual spaces are desynchronized, users’ virtual spaces are no
longer synchronized. They move from a metaphor of a shared virtual
space, where each user sees and manipulates the same content, to
a metaphor of independent virtual spaces, where each user is in a
different virtual space.

Then, users do not longer perceive the same augmentation of a
physical object. Consequently, further modifications of the virtual
content will not be shared. A user can then modify the virtual content
associated with a physical object without being constrained by the
superposition of other alternative versions.

When virtual spaces are desynchronized, changes made by a user
remain temporarily visible in the collaborator’s virtual space for a few
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Espace virtuel de l’utilisateur 1 Espace virtuel de l’utilisateur 2

b

Utilisateur 1
Utilisateur 2

Espace de travail perçu par les utilisateurs 1 et 2

Figure 3.11: Synchronized virtual spaces. Collaborators’ virtual spaces are
in the same state (a and c). The collaborators have access to the
same physical mannequin and the same 3D sketches (b).

seconds. This feature provides a temporary overview of the changes
made by a collaborator and indicates that the virtual spaces are cur-
rently out of sync. However, this temporary persistence can compro-
mise the perception of a collaborator’s actions, the design’s confiden-
tiality, and the workspace’s occupation. Further research is needed to
determine the optimal duration of this temporary persistence, taking
into account the trade-offs among awareness of changes, privacy, and
workspace efficiency.

3.2.3.2 Synchronizing virtual spaces

Users can synchronize back their virtual spaces and want to simultane-
ously work on the same content or share design ideas (see Figure 3.11).
Synchronization happens when a user requests it. The state of this
user’s virtual space is first saved in a new Version Object before
switching to the state of the collaborator’s virtual space. This Ver-
sion Object enables the user to return to the virtual state before the
synchronization, if this is necessary.

When users’ virtual space becomes synchronized, both users can
view and interact with the same virtual content. Changes made by one
user become visible to all. In this way, users move from the metaphor
of separate virtual spaces to the metaphor of a single shared virtual
space.
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Collaborators’ 
virtual spaces are 
synchronized

Collaborators’ 
virtual spaces are 
desynchronized

Apply 
a Version Object

[Private mode][Public mode]

Ask for synchronization

Figure 3.12: State diagram that describes the synchronization and desynchro-
nization of collaborators’ virtual space.

3.2.3.3 Visibility control

Users can decide not to authorize the synchronization of their virtual
spaces to get protected from the interference of their collaborators [77].
As shown in Figure 3.12, a user can choose between a private and a
public mode, where the private mode deactivates the synchronization
option. In this state, the collaborators cannot synchronize their virtual
spaces with each other. Thus, users wishing to hide their creations
from their collaborator, e.g., because they have a work in progress
or want to explore an idea without being interrupted, may decide to
switch to the private mode.

In public mode, which is activated by default, the synchronization
option is active, so the collaborators are free to synchronize their
virtual spaces. When both users are in private mode, neither of them
can synchronize their virtual spaces with the other. If only one of
the users is in public mode, their collaborator can synchronize with
them, but they cannot synchronize with their collaborator. These
synchronization options are only available when users have their
virtual spaces desynchronized.

3.2.3.4 Viewing the virtual space of collaborators

When users synchronize their virtual spaces, they get access to the
same virtual content. They can then easily understand what their
collaborator sees and manipulates.

Users can activate the "peek" operation to temporarily switch to
their collaborator’s virtual space if this is in public mode. The virtual
content is then highlighted with transparency to indicate that the
virtual space is now identical to the one perceived by the collaborator.
This feature is intended to encourage inspiration from the designs
of others [247]. It also enables users to preview the space of their
collaborators before they eventually decide to synchronize their virtual
space.
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Figure 3.13: System’s architecture.

3.3 implementation

To demonstrate the key interaction concepts and mechanisms of our
framework, we have developed a collaborative system that supports
the scenario in Section 3.1.

3.3.1 Interaction with the virtual content

The system was developed with Unity 2020.3 [274] and the Mixed Re-
ality Toolkit (MRTK) 2.7 [267]. Each user is equipped with a Hololens
2 Augmented Reality headset on which a Unity application is run
(Figure 3.13

2).

3.3.1.1 3D sketch

The 3D drawing is made of ribbons, represented by quadrilateral
meshes. The width of the ribbon is given by the user using the main
menu. The length of the ribbon is calculated from the speed of the
tip of the index finger of the user’s dominant hand. The position and
direction of the meshes are given by the position and orientation of
the tip of the index finger at the time of their creation. These data
are obtained via the MRTK and are filtered using the « 1€ filter »
algorithm [27].

3.3.1.2 Version Objects

Version Objects are manipulated with « Object manipulators » from
the MRTK. They can be moved with a close interaction, by hand, or
with a far interaction, by using a virtual ray. Their creation is done by
detecting the input gestures (« grab ») inside the volume that encloses
the 3D drawing (« bounding volume »).

2 The figure includes icons made by Freepik and Good Ware from www.flaticon.com.
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3.3.1.3 3D portal

The 3D portal uses the MRTK slicing primitives. Our system auto-
matically updates the list of elements rendered or not through these
primitives. The ribbons of the version corresponding to the Version
Object used to create it are rendered inside the primitive only. The
ribbons of the working version are rendered outside the primitive
only.

3.3.2 Network communication between collaborators

Our system uses a peer-to-peer network architecture. It connects two
Hololens 2 Augmented Reality headsets through a protocol based on
WebRTC [275]. Peers are connected via the internet. User-generated
ribbons are synchronized in real time between all users. Only the
ribbons in the virtual space’s current version are visible. This allows
for fast rendering during synchronization and desynchronization of
virtual spaces and a distributed use of network bandwidth over time.

Only shared objects are synchronized between users. If an object
is not shared, its instance exists only in the application of its creator.
This minimizes communication between users over the network.

3.4 discussion

This conceptual framework allows to generate and use several versions
of virtual content for the same physical object. I have explored an
application case of this framework with a scenario and detailed a
possible implementation. In this section, I discuss the scope of this
framework and its applications.

3.4.1 Scope of the framework

This framework depends on collaborative AR devices where users can
perceive a distinct virtual space. Its implementation is thus limited
to Augmented Reality systems where each collaborator is equipped
with his or her own device for viewing the virtual space. The systems
that use projection technologies [49, 105] cannot consequently be
used. On the other hand, I consider a collaboration with only two
collaborators. However, an extension of this framework to more than
two collaborators is conceivable and might require future work.

3.4.2 Understanding the framework

The concepts of desynchronization/synchronization of virtual spaces
in AR are difficult to represent by analogy with the physical world.
This can be an obstacle for users who are not used to AR technologies.
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As the complexity of design assistance software can slow down the
productivity of its users [140], this framework may also negatively
impact some users’ creative abilities. Moreover, it is necessary to
conduct a user study to understand how the interaction workflows
supported by framework can influence collaborative behavior. Will
collaborators occupy physical space in a different fashion depending
on whether their virtual space is synchronized or desynchronized?
How will collaborators make use of Version Objects during the design
process? Will they achieve to parallelize design tasks or will they
perform them sequentially?

Furthermore, this framework has similarities with text versioning
systems, especially for branch creation and merging operations [240].
However, these operations are done through direct interaction with
the versioned content. A user can create versions by "grabbing" a 3D
drawing. He can also navigate among versions by selecting pieces of
3D drawing. On the other hand, the representation of versions by 3D
objects proposes an organization in space that is not addressed by
traditional interfaces.

3.4.3 Implications for the design process

The use of a computer causes interruptions in the design process [141].
This is due to the sequences of operations required to perform a
task, often performed with a keyboard and mouse (pointing, menu
navigation, ...). By manipulating 3D objects to perform operations of
saving or comparing digital content, this framework aims to reduce
the incidence of these interruptions and thus make the design process
more fluid. The development and the study of systems based on this
framework would permit the evaluation of its incidence and compare
it to the design support tools currently used.

3.4.4 Extending the framework to Virtual Reality

Virtual Reality makes possible interactions that are not possible in a
physical environment. It allows, for example, to use different scale
factors between collaborators, duplicate content, or navigate in space
by teleporting [257]. However, it immerses its users in complete vir-
tuality, which prevents them from directly perceiving their physical
environment. Even if they can be complex and expensive to implement,
reconstruction techniques can circumvent this limitation by includ-
ing all or part of a physical environment in a virtual space [34, 219].
Although the perception of the physical environment is simpler in
Augmented Reality, the use of Virtual Reality in this framework could
extend its functionality.
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3.4.5 Extending the versioning mechanisms to mixed-reality objects

This framework aims to facilitate the generation of alternatives to
virtual content associated with a physical object. In this approach,
however, I consider this physical object as immutable. Bousseau et al.
[18] suggest that designers often explore ideas and discuss solutions
through direct manipulation or transformation of physical materials,
often in combination with drawing. In some design scenarios (e.g.,
neighborhood planning by urban planners), this may translate into the
need for collaborators to manipulate or modify physical objects (e.g.,
models of urban furniture). The capture of these manipulations and
transformations in Augmented Reality can be done through tracking
techniques [260], reconstruction techniques [34, 219], or using intelli-
gent materials [253]. An evolution of this approach would be to use
these techniques to extend versioning to mixed objects. The versions
could then represent the state of the physical space in addition to the
state of the virtual space.



4
C O L L A B O R AT I O N B E Y O N D P H Y S I C A L P R O X I M I T Y

AR technologies radically change the way 3D design teams work to-
gether. AR users can move away from the screen of their computer
to interact directly with the objects of a virtual scene and naturally
navigate in their physical space. AR also strengthens collaboration
by adding virtual aids [170] while preserving traditional communi-
cation channels, such as voice, gaze and gestures. Previous work has
investigated the use of AR for a diverse range of collaborative tasks,
from interior design for couples [208] and science teaching [223] to
industrial manufacturing [251]. Unfortunately, real-time collaboration
is a challenge when users work remotely and, consequently, they do
not share the same physical environment and do not all have access
to AR equipment. Such situations have become commonplace dur-
ing the still ongoing COVID19 pandemic [272]. Many design and
research teams have found themselves to work remotely, relying on
video-communication software to collaborate together [258]. Some
experts predict that such situations are not temporary – they will
largely persist after the pandemic [15]. HCI research thus needs to
better understand how different remote workspace configurations
support collaboration in these new contexts.

While screen sharing has been a valuable tool of collaboration for
remote desktop users, sharing the workspace of a collaborator wear-
ing an AR headset requires a new set of tools that considers both the
physical and the virtual space of the AR user. In this direction, several
AR technologies, such as the Microsoft HoloLens enable AR users to
video-stream their view. Yet, such views are not interactive and do
not offer independent camera control to remote viewers. According
to Tait and Billinghurst [227], increased view independence results
in stronger collaboration performance. However, view independence
requires that the physical environment of the AR user is reconstructed
in real time, such that it can be smoothly integrated into the 3D virtual
scene. Unfortunately, existing solutions for reconstructing independent
AR views have serious limitations. For example, techniques based on
multiple depth sensors [1, 8] require heavyweight instrumentation,
consume large volumes of bandwidth, while the quality of their recon-
structed models is still limited and largely unrealistic [110]. Other 3D
reconstruction techniques [74, 163] pose significant constraints on the
view possibilities of remote users.

The alternative approach that we investigated in this work is to offer
remote users multiple view representations, where each provides a
different aspect of the workspace of the local AR worker. We focused,

67
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in particular, on tasks that require access both to a virtual model and
to its physical context, or to physical objects that interact with the
virtual model. In this case, remote collaborators must make decisions
about which representation to use to effectively complete the task.

We studied three complementary representations: (i) a first-person
view as provided by the AR headset, (ii) an augmented third-person
view as captured by a fixed camera with a depth sensor, and (iii) a
fully virtual representation. The first two representations show the
physical-word scene but do not support view independence. The last
representation, in contrast, supports full view independence but does
not capture the physical-world scene. However, by providing tools for
switching among these representations, we expected that remote users
would develop strategies that leverage their complementary roles. We
framed our research questions as follows:

rq1 : How do remote users perceive the trade-offs of the three rep-
resentations when providing instructions to an AR worker?
Several past studies [67, 75, 223] have studied the trade-offs of
first-person and third-person views, but as we discuss in this pa-
per, their results are somehow contradictory and non-conclusive.
Others [227] have studied fully independent views, but only
ones that rely on the 3D reconstruction of the physical scene.

rq2 : If we offer remote users the possibility to switch among rep-
resentations, how will they make use of them? To explore
answers to this question, we integrate the three representations
into ARgus1 (see Figure 4.5), a remote collaboration system. A
key contribution of ARgus is on how its user interface merges
representations through a collection of interactive tools for pre-
viewing, between- and within-view navigation, camera control,
3D pointing, and annotation.

In the following sections, I will report on the results of two user
studies, one for each question. The first study examines strengths and
weaknesses of the three representations, focusing on the collaboration
experience of remote users when communicating spatial instructions.
The second user study investigates how 12 remote participants use
ARgus to guide a local AR user to complete an AR furniture arrange-
ment task. Our results provide a fresh perspective on the trade-offs
of each representation. They also help us characterize participants’
view-switching strategies, evaluate the perceived effectiveness and
utility of ARgus, and understand whether and how it assists remote
communication.

1 https://argus-collab.github.io/

https://argus-collab.github.io/
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4.1 design problem

We are interested in asymmetric collaboration setups that involve
a local user with an AR headset (e.g., a Microsoft HoloLens) and
remote collaborators who participate from distance through a desktop
application. In contrast to approaches that require users at both ends
to wear an AR or a VR headset [8, 239], such setups are relatively
lightweight and easy to employ, as they only require the local user to
have access to AR equipment. These setups thus offer high flexibility
to the remote collaborators, allowing them to work in many different
situations, such as while traveling or in a crowded open office where
physical space is limited.

Video has become the most common medium of remote collabo-
ration and has taken a dominant role during the ongoing COVID19

pandemic [258]. Our goal is not to replace video communication but
to enhance it with new visual and interaction modalities that leverage
the benefits of AR systems. A major challenge is how to deal with the
asymmetry in the views of remote collaborators, in particular how to
enable them to easily navigate in the 3D environment of the AR user,
inspect the virtual content, and provide directions that require spatial
orientation and awareness.

As we already discussed, we also dismiss solutions that require
the reconstruction of the physical workspace [8, 111, 227, 235], either
because they cannot keep track of dynamic changes in the environ-
ment of the local user, or because they provide a largely unrealistic
representation of the scene and the local user, break the collaborators’
experience due to the “uncanny valley of XR telepresence” [110], and
amplify network outage problems [3]. We restrict our design space to
lightweight configurations that use a single external depth camera in
addition to the camera of the AR user’s headset. This external camera
could be replaced by a webcam or a smartphone since more and more
devices are now equipped with a depth sensor. We may even rely
on standard webcams or smartphones in the near future, as a single
monocular camera can be sufficient to provide depth data [153].

Focusing on the views of the remote collaborators, we investigate three
design dimensions:

workspace representation. It refers to the representation used
by the system to help collaborators perceive each other and their
shared workspace. This representation may consist of a virtual
3D scene, video, or alternatively a combination of these two.
Ideally, it should provide spatial information about both virtual
and physical objects in the workspace but also information about
the actual AR user, such as her or his body position and gestures.

scene viewpoint. It determines which virtual and physical objects
are visible at a given moment or during the whole collaborative
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task and from which perspective. Previous literature often makes
a distinction between a first-person and a third-person perspective
(e.g., see Komiyama et al. [129]). The former refers to the per-
spective of the AR user. It can be captured by a head-mounted
and communicated to remote collaborators. The latter refers to
an out-of-body perspective as captured by external cameras.

view independence . A key problem is how to enable remote users
to independently navigate in the 3D space of the AR user to
obtain a convenient view, e.g., a view that helps them inspect
details of the virtual model or avoids occlusions, and point to a
position in space, e.g., to indicate a physical or virtual object to
the local user.

Additional dimensions, such as display configuration and means
of communication, can emerge from this design space. We chose
dimensions that focus on the collaboration process itself rather than
ones that deal with how collaboration is made possible, since many
tools have already been presented for this purpose [75, 223, 235, 254].
To simplify our user studies, we also decided to focus on one-to-one
collaboration. We defer the study of the more general case where
multiple remote collaborators participate to our future work.

Since we do not expect the remote workspace reconstruction prob-
lems to be solved any time soon, we limit our scope to techniques of
augmented video-mediated communication, as those require more
lightweight setups, consume less bandwidth, and do not suffer from
3D reconstruction problems. Furthermore, as we study tasks that in-
volve both virtual and physical objects, we are also interested in how
streamed video can be coupled with fully virtual representations that
afford free navigation.

4.2 trade-offs between viewpoint, workspace represen-
tation and navigation control

We conducted a user study to investigate our first research question
(RQ1). The study examines trade-offs of different workspace repre-
sentations and scene viewpoints. In particular, it observes how users
provide remote instructions under three configurations:

headset view is an augmented video from a first-person viewpoint.
We capture the video directly from the AR headset to simulate
the situation where the remote user sees the scene “through
the eyes” of the local user (see Figure 4.1-a). The video feed
integrates the virtual 3D content into the physical scene of the AR
user. The key strength of this configuration is that collaborators
share a common frame of reference. So they do not need to
mentally rotate the 3D space [207] to communicate.
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external view is an augmented video from an external (third-
person) viewpoint.We use a depth camera (Microsoft Kinect
V2) to provide an overview of the full workspace of the local
user. A key question is how to optimally position the camera.
In previous studies [67, 223], in which the local worker remains
seated, the external camera is positioned at the back left (or right)
side of the worker. This way, the two collaborators view the scene
from a similar perspective. Unfortunately, in such configurations,
the face, hands, and other key parts of the worker’s body may
not be visible. Furthermore, if the worker freely moves around
the model of interest, his or her body may occlude parts of the
workspace. For these reasons, we excluded this alternative. For
optimal visibility, the camera is positioned in front of the AR user
(at 2m height and approximately 2.5m away) and oriented 30

◦

downwards. We also ensure that the board on which the local
user places objects is centered in the recorded image. The video
feed of this camera is augmented with the virtual 3D content
visible in the AR user’s workspace (see Figure 4.1-b). Compared
to first-person views, external views have been shown to increase
communication efficiency [67] and improve performance and
satisfaction [223]. Other authors observe that users strongly
prefer them for “placing objects recommended by themselves” [22].

virtual view is a fully virtual representation with a free view-
point.Remote collaborators see a virtual representation of the 3D
scene. A simplified avatar shows the head and hands of the AR
user (see Figure 4.1-c). Remote users can freely navigate in the
3D scene and choose their preferred viewpoint. This approach
follows the naive metaphor of birds that can choose the most con-
venient position to observe the AR user. Previous results [227]
suggest that this additional freedom in the choice of views can
improve both the performance and the confidence of remote
collaborators.

The study took place during the COVID19 pandemic. To eliminate
risks of contamination, the experimenter (first author) acted as the local
user wearing the AR headset for all sessions of the study. Participants
acted as remote collaborators and completed the study tasks from
their home or office environment. The experimental protocols of our
studies were approved by a local ethical committee.

4.2.1 Participants

24 volunteers (11 women and 13 men) participated. They were 21 to
41 years old (Median = 26.5 years). All were frequent or occasional
users of at least one video-communication tool, such as Skype or
Zoom. Seven participants frequently or occasionally used an AR or
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.1: Remote-view configurations tested by our first study: Headset

View (left), External View (middle) and Virtual View (right). A
remote participant gives oral instructions to the AR user on how
to position 3D shapes on a virtual support.

a VR headset. 11 participants were frequent or occasional users of
3D games, game engines, or 3D modeling environments. Participants
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were recruited by word of mouth and responses to a recruitment email
sent to our lab’s mailing lists. No compensation was given.

4.2.2 Apparatus

The experimenter set up the workspace in his home environment and
interacted with the scene through a Microsoft HoloLens 2. For the
calibration, the experimenter defined the HoloLens origin by manually
positioning a 3D object on an AprilTag [250] marker. The Kinect cam-
era was automatically calibrated by detecting this marker using the
ViSP library [156]. Communication between the participants and the
experimenter was established through commercial video-communica-
tion software (Skype or Discord). The Headset View and External

View were presented to participants through screen sharing. For the
Headset View, we used the Microsoft HoloLens 2 video-sharing ap-
plication [268] to stream live video from the headset. For the External

View, our implementation considered potential occlusions between
virtual and physical objects as "seen" by the Kinect camera. For each
pixel, a shader chose to display either the streamed video or the vir-
tual object by respecting their depth information from the camera.
For the Virtual View, participants downloaded and executed a client
application, which rendered an interactive 3D scene synchronized
with the HoloLens application via a remote server. This architecture is
implemented with Unity 2019.4 and used the Unet library [273] for
network communication. Participants could pan, zoom, and rotate the
3D scene using their mouse and keyboard. Finally, we used a website
to guide participants in the course of the experiment (see Figure 4.2-a).
This website provided information and instructions regarding the
configurations and the task and linked to our online questionnaires.

4.2.3 Task

Participants were asked to place 3D pieces of nine different shapes on
a virtual board by giving oral instructions to the experimenter who
acted as a surrogate (see Figure 4.1). The experimenter used close and
distant manipulation tools provided by the Microsoft HoloLens 2: its
direct manipulation gestures, its hand-ray tool and air-tapping for
selection.

The solution to the task was a 2D top-view pattern that described
how to position pieces in any order. The pattern was randomly gener-
ated to contain eight pieces out of 18 pieces available in the workspace.
It was presented to participants as an image on the website and was
unknown to the experimenter (see Figure 4.2-b). Its default orientation
shown to participants reflected the experimenter’s perspective. The
pattern was thus inverted with respect to the External View. To help
participants adapt the orientation of the 2D pattern as they would do
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4.2: (a) Remote participant interface used for our first study: tested
view configuration on the left (Virtual View in this example)
and website used to give instructions on the right. (b) Close-up of
the website showing the target pattern: the UI widget on the right
allows participants to rotate the pattern image. (c) Zoom-in on the
AR user workspace showing the virtual board with the finalized
task: colored axes help participants make the correspondence
between the pattern on the image and the virtual board shown
on the view.

with a piece of paper, we included UI widgets for rotating the pattern.
We also added colored axes both in the views and pattern images
to make correspondence clear. The virtual board was composed of a
9 × 5 grid of squares with side length 10 cm (see Figure 4.2-c). When
a 3D piece was placed on the board, it was snapped to the grid. Pieces
had a maximum length of 30 cm (i.e., three grid squares).

As Kuhlen and Brennan [131] discuss, using a confederate in stud-
ies that involve conversations between humans is a common research
method, but its practice “might be hazardous” to collected data. In par-
ticular, if confederates have an active, uncontrolled participation in
the dialog and are aware of the hypotheses of the study, they can bias
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the results. To reduce the risk of bias, we established a minimalistic
communication protocol for the experimenter. The experimenter fol-
lowed the participant’s instructions and only verbally intervened: (i)
to ask the participant to repeat an instruction if the instruction was
not understood; (ii) to request confirmation for a planned action; and
(iii) to request confirmation for a completed action. The experimenter
could also answer questions concerning the user interface or the task,
but we tried to respond to such questions as much as possible during
training. In contrast, the task required participants to take the initiative
as speakers, as Kuhlen and Brennan [131] also recommend.

4.2.4 Design

To keep sessions short, we simplified the experimental design by di-
viding the user study into two independent parts. Focusing on the
viewpoint (first-person vs. third-person) of AR video, Part I com-
pared the Headset View with the External View. Focusing on the
workspace representation (virtual vs. AR) and the type of navigation
control (remote user vs. local user control), Part II compared the
Headset View with the Virtual View. We divided our participants
into two groups of 12 participants, one for each part, trying to balance
gender. We followed a within-participant design, where all 12 partici-
pants tested both configurations. Half of them were first exposed to
the Headset View, and the other half starts with the second condi-
tion. For each configuration, participants completed two main tasks,
preceded by a training task with a simplified pattern with three only
pieces.

4.2.5 Procedure

After signing a consent form, participants completed an online de-
mographic questionnaire. Participants went through a short tutorial
that explained the two communication configurations. They were then
introduced to the training and two main tasks of each configuration.
Participants evaluated the configurations and the task through a set of
questions divided into multiple short questionnaires. Each participant
answered seven questionnaires in total: one after each task (2 tasks
× 2 configurations), one after each configuration (2 configurations),
and one after the full session. The full procedure lasted approximately
50-70 minutes.

4.2.6 Data Collection and Measures

We collected: (i) participants’ answers to the online questionnaires, (ii)
recordings of the participants’ voice during the tasks, and (iii) logs
of low-level software events (view positions, trajectories, and time
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stamps). As we discussed above, the presence and collaboration role of
the experimenter adds bias in the way tasks are completed. As a result,
task performance measures, such as task-completion time and errors
are not reliable, and we do not consider them here. We focus instead
on how participants perceived difficulty for different components of
the task. We also report on the participants’ preferences and their
feedback about trade-offs of the compared conditions. Finally, we
examine the strategies that participants followed to complete the tasks.
Consider that our analyses are exploratory and should be interpreted
as such.

4.2.7 Results

We present our main results. Anonymized data from this study and
the R code of our analyses are available as supplementary material at
https://osf.io/g7xas/.

Perceived task difficulty. Participants rated the difficulty for each
sub-task through 5-point Likert items (1 = very difficult, 5 = very
easy). We miss the answers of one participant for these questions in
Part I. The analysis of ordinal data with metric models is generally
problematic [146]. We therefore use state-of-the-art cumulative probit
regression models [25, 146] that enable us to map ordinal scales to
a latent (i.e., not observable) continuous variable and then express
estimates of differences between conditions as standardized effect sizes.
For an extensive justification of this method and a comprehensive
tutorial, we refer the interested reader to Bürkner and Vuorre [25].
The method is based on a Bayesian statistics [119] framework, but we
emphasize that we do not use informative priors here.

Figure 4.3 presents the results of our analysis, where we compare
the perceived difficulty of our configurations through estimates of
mean standardized differences expressed as 95% credible intervals2.
Those are differences over a continuous (rather than ordinal) physio-
logical variable of difficulty and are expressed in standard deviation
(SD) units. In contrast to common non-parametric significance tests
that rely on rank transformations, the approach enables us to estimate
the magnitude of the observed effects by means of probabilistic inter-
val estimates and effect sizes and thus better evaluate the statistical
evidence about these effects.

The results indicate that participants perceived that the External

View was easier than the Headset View for searching pieces in their
collaborator’s environment. In contrast, the External View was more
difficult for describing how to translate or rotate a piece and how to

2 A credible interval is the Bayesian analog of a confidence interval. Unlike a 95%
confidence interval, which is often misinterpreted, a 95% credible interval expresses
a range in which the parameter of interest lies with 95% probability [119].

https://osf.io/g7xas/
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3: Comparing the perceived difficulty of different subtasks among
configurations. For our analysis, we use Bayesian ordinal (cumu-
lative probit) models [25], which map the original ordinal scale of
Likert items to a latent continuous variable. The bars in the graph
represent 95% credible intervals of mean differences over this con-
tinuous variable and can be treated as estimates of standardized
effect sizes. Note that the unit of these differences is the standard
deviation (SD) of the distribution of the latent variable.

correctly position a piece. This latter effect is especially pronounced.
When exposed to the External View, several participants struggled
to correctly map their image of the pattern to the workspace of the AR
user. Because of the position of the external camera, the participants
had to mentally perform a rotation transformation to give the correct
instructions. We further discuss this problem below. For the other
subtasks (communicate the correct piece and explain how to correct
a mistake), we do not observe any clear difference between the two
configurations.

Differences between the Virtual View and the Headset View are
more uncertain. There is a trend that the Virtual View was perceived
as easier for searching pieces in their collaborator’s environment, for
describing how to correctly position a piece, and for explaining how
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Figure 4.4: Distribution of participants’ preferences: Headset View vs. Ex-
ternal View (left) and Headset View vs. Virtual View (right).

to correct a mistake. However, the low size of the sample does not let
us draw clear conclusions.

Preferences. We also asked participants to compare the configura-
tions that they tested on six different aspects of the collaboration task.
Figure 4.4 summarizes our results. We observe that participants see
different benefits in each configuration. They appreciated the ability
of the External View to provide awareness about the remote envi-
ronment and help them search and locate pieces effectively. However,
most participants expressed an overall preference for the Headset

View, as it helped them perceive their collaborator’s actions, facilitated
communication, and helped them complete the task more effectively.
The Virtual View, in turn, was especially appreciated for helping
participants search and locate pieces effectively but also complete
the task more effectively than the Headset View. Overall preferences
between the Virtual View and the Headset View were equally split.

Trade-offs. Open-ended questions in the questionnaires asked par-
ticipants to elaborate on the strengths and weakness of each configu-
ration. All 12 participants of Part I reported that providing a global
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view of the workspace was the main strength of the External View.
"The strongest aspect was being able to see the overview of the scene and the
entire puzzle we are building as a whole" (P1). "The fixed camera implies
that all the items always stay in view of the distance person, easier if the
collaborator cooperates less" (P11). As a comparison, in the Headset

View "the environment is reduced, and it takes more time to find your way
around and locate all the items" (P3). "I do not have an autonomy of my
vision angle, I only see what he sees" (P5).

However, most participants evaluated this very same property of the
Headset View as its strongest aspect: "giving directions is much easier
because I can just tell the partner to what I am doing!" (P5). According
to P12, "you see through the eyes of [your partner], so you could exactly
guide his gestures like a puppet." In contrast, eight participants explicitly
mentioned the inversion of left and right as a major problem of the Ex-
ternal View: "You are located on the opposite side so everything is going to
be the reverse to explain." (P12). Even though we allowed users to rotate
the reference image with the solution pattern (see Figure 4.2-b), only
half of them used this function, and even this strategy did not seem
to solve the problem for them. As additional limitations of the Exter-
nal View, participants complained about distance distortions (P10),
difficulties in correctly perceiving depth (P1), a sense of "distantiation"
(P12), and a weaker sense of participation (P3).

The responses of the participants of Part II focused on the same
qualities and drawbacks of the Headset View but raised additional
concerns that the camera can be "shaky" (P19) and can "induce motion
sickness" (P13). Concerning the Virtual View, participants especially
appreciated its navigation capabilities: "The user may navigate indepen-
dently of the operator, make it possible to change point of view, or see things
out of the operator’s sight" (P13); "you are totally autonomous on the vision
of the environment" (P21). However, participants also identified several
weaknesses: "I do not really know where my collaborator is looking at"
(P15); "lack of information about the real environment of the other user"
(P18); "less points of reference than the previous configuration" (P22); "users
need to be used to 3D applications in order to place [their] view correctly"
(P20).

Communication strategies. All participants frequently referred to
their partner’s "left" and "right" to communicate orientation. A com-
mon approach for indicating specific objects was to verbally describe
their shape, e.g., by means of a letter of a similar shape ("Z", short "L",
long "L", etc). A small number of participants (four in total) responded
that they sometimes or frequently made use of physical objects in the
experimenter’s space as reference for the two AR views. To provide
directions about how to rotate objects, strategies were more diverse.
Several participants described the angle (90 or 180 degrees) of the ro-
tation and its direction (clockwise/anticlockwise or left/right), while
two participants acknowledged difficulties in finding an efficient strat-
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egy. For translations, most participants used the edges and corners
of the virtual table for reference, but for higher precision, they also
referred to the borders of other pieces on the table. In the Virtual

View, participants’ dominant approach was to place the virtual cam-
era above the head of the avatar of their partner to obtain a similar
viewpoint. According to our logs, four participants moved around the
board to discover a better viewpoint but also ended up placing the
camera at this position.

User feedback. Two participants proposed to place the camera of
the External View slightly behind (P5) or above the head (P12) of
the AR user, while P2 proposed to approach the camera closer to the
table. P14 and P21, instead, wondered about the possibility to increase
the field of view of the Headset View, e.g., by adding extra cameras,
while three participants (P12, P13, P15) proposed to combine multiple
views together. Finally, several participants made suggestions about
pointing techniques: a cursor for "indicating locations" (P17), a laser
to "target specific parts" (P18), clicking with the mouse to "illuminate
a piece" (P22) or to "ping" at a certain position as the Headset View

moves (P16), and "add a vocabulary to easier describe pieces" (P9).

4.2.8 Discussion

The task required the AR user to manipulate virtual only objects. This
choice was made to ensure that participants could complete the task
under all three configurations. Clearly, it overrates the utility of the
Virtual View, which lacks support for physical objects. Furthermore,
we notice that some participants expressed strong preference for the
Headset View over the External View. The External View was
also rated as more difficult for certain subtasks. This finding is some-
how at odds with results of past studies [67, 223], suggesting that
the specificities of the task and the camera viewpoint may have an
important influence to the success of a representation. In particular, in
the external views that those two studies compared, the camera was
conveniently located to the back left of the worker. As Shepard and
Metzler [207] have shown, the time needed to perform a mental rotation
in 3D space linearly increases with the angular offset of a viewer’s
viewpoint. This mental-rotation model predicts longer reaction times
for our 180

◦ camera configuration and implies a greater mental effort.
An 180

◦ offset also requires collaborators to reverse their wording, e.g.,
to replace every egocentric "right" with a "left" [204].3

Despite the above shortcomings, the External View presents sev-
eral benefits over the Headset View. First, the view provided global
awareness about the remote environment. Second, most participants

3 A mirror configuration would transfer the problem to rotational directions, e.g., a
"clockwise" direction should become "anticlockwise." Given their complexity, we
suspect that the mental effort of such transformations would be even greater.
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felt that it helped them search for and locate pieces with less effort
(see Figure 4.3-4.4). The External View is also the only configuration
that allows remote users to see the face and physical full body of
their collaborators. Although the role of such information was not
directly evaluated with our task, it can be essential for supporting
empathy [228] among participants and establishing communication
awareness [89].

4.3 argus : a multi-view collaboration system

The results of our first study show that each view configuration has
unique qualities that are difficult to substitute by the other two. The
External View supports global awareness about the physical environ-
ment of the local worker and helps the remote user search for objects
that are spread around the workspace. The Virtual View supports in-
dependent navigation, helping the remote user to provide instructions
(e.g., about how to correct mistakes) from a convenient but also stable
point of view. Finally, the Headset View is especially effective for
perceiving the actions of the AR user and communicating egocentric
instructions. Our research efforts thus focus on how to combine them
and how to give remote desktop collaborators direct control over their
use. To this end, we developed ARgus, a multiview collaboration sys-
tem for 3D modeling. ARgus’s implementation reflects three design
goals:

dg1 . Communicate both real and virtual representations but without
requiring the 3D reconstruction of the local workspace. We rely
instead on video for capturing the physical environment of the
local AR user and his or her physical body. As we discussed
in previous sections, this approach avoids problems associated
with the 3D reconstruction of a physical workspace.

dg2 . Support both first-person and third-person views of varying
levels of view independence. This goal is consistent with the
results of our formative study and recommendations of several
older studies [75, 111, 173, 198, 227]. A challenge for ARgus was
how to design effective and consistent mechanisms for switching
and navigating between and within views.

dg3 . Provide tools that minimize communication effort and facili-
tate coordination. According to Schober [204], speakers try to
minimize the mental effort of their addresses and their own by
replacing speaker-centered descriptions (e.g., at "my left" or "your
right") by neutral descriptions. ARgus provides aids for neutral
descriptions via direct-pointing and spatial-annotation tools.
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Figure 4.5: Desktop interface of ARgus used by a remote collaborator for the
redesign of a bicycle saddle.

Below, we present the main features of ARgus. Although the system
supports bidirectional communication, we focus in this paper on its
design for remote desktop collaborators.

4.3.1 Combining Multiple Views

ARgus receives the augmented video streams from both an AR headset
and an external depth camera located in the AR user’s physical space.
Furthermore, it maintains a synchronized version of the virtual 3D
scene and can generate virtual views from any workspace location.
Remote users can seamlessly switch between virtual and augmented
video representations, as well as freely navigate to any viewpoint on
the 3D scene.

ARgus also offers the possibility to display live previews of all three
views (Headset View, External View, and Virtual View). These
previews are video thumbnails of alternative views displayed in a
small embedded window on top of the user’s current view. They
allow users to take a quick look at a different view, e.g., to inspect
details of the physical environment that are not visible in the current
view or to decide whether it is worth switching views. This mechanism
aims to prevent the short bursts of switching between views observed
by Gaver et al. [75] and facilitates coordination when users ask their
collaborator to temporarily switch to their viewpoint to approve the
veracity of their discovery [173].

4.3.2 Supporting Navigation

We provide several solutions for displaying previews, switching be-
tween views, and navigating in the 3D scene.

Main user interface. The main window of ARgus’ user interface
displays three circular buttons for selecting views and getting feed-
back about the active view (see Figure 4.5). When users hover over
a button, a live video preview is displayed on the top-left corner
of the window. Clicking on the button activates the view. We use
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Figure 4.6: The remote user hovers the mouse over the headset of the 3D
avatar (left) and Kinect 3D model (right) to display the preview
of the Headset View and the External View respectively.

a trajectory and field-of-view interpolation based on Cinemachine
[265] to animate the virtual camera in the 3D scene. This solution
ensures visual consistency among views, helps users understand the
location of distant viewpoints, and avoids disorientation. We also use
a blur effect to smooth out transitions between augmented video and
virtual representations. We let users customize the duration of view
transitions.

Interacting with the 3D scene. The 3D scene of ARgus’ Virtual

View serves as the basis for 3D navigation. It also offers an alternative
solution for switching between views through interactive virtual cam-
era representations. In the Virtual View, users can use the mouse to
rotate their viewpoint around the center of the 3D scene and translate
it (pressing alt). The same navigation capabilities are available in
the two augmented-video representations, the Headset View and
the External View. However, since remote users do not have direct
control of the position of the two physical cameras (i.e., the external
and the head-mounted camera), navigation actions within these views
immediately cause the view representation to turn to virtual. This
design approach ensures that interaction is consistent across all views.

The 3D scene includes virtual representations of the physical cam-
eras themselves. Users can interact with them to preview or activate
their corresponding views. For example, Figure 4.6 shows the active
Virtual View of a desktop user who remotely collaborates for the
redesign of a bicycle saddle. The virtual view does provides no infor-
mation about the physical scene. Therefore, the remote user hovers
the mouse over the headset of the 3D avatar to better understand what
her partner sees (Figure 4.6-left). She then hovers over the model of
the Kinect camera (Figure 4.6-right) to compare how the three saddle
designs look together with the bicycle’s physical frame. Users may
also decide to click the mouse to switch to this view. Finally, the 3D
scene includes guides (arrows and highlighting effects) that help users
locate the cameras and orient themselves in the 3D space.
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Navigating with spherical views. Using base 3D rotation and trans-
lation interactions to closely inspect specific parts of a 3D model can
be tedious and time consuming. To facilitate such tasks, we adapt
Navidget interaction technique [90] and integrate it into ARgus’ user
interface as a Spherical View tool. Activated with a mouse right-click
within either the External View or the Virtual View, the tool visual-
izes a sphere centered on the selected point. Users can move a virtual
camera on the surface of the sphere, and a camera preview is shown
(see Figure 4.7-left). The sphere radius can be adjusted with the mouse
wheel, causing the virtual camera to zoom in or out. Users can release
the mouse to switch to a desired view or press esc to keep the current
viewpoint.

Viewpoint recording. Following the approach of Sukan et al. [222],
we allow users to record viewpoint locations (pressing a key) when
they spot interesting views that they want to later reuse. Viewpoint
recordings are represented as virtual cameras. As all other cameras
(see above), they have a visual representation in the 3D scene, and
users can interact with them to preview or switch to their views.

4.3.3 Facilitating Communication

Other tools in ARgus focus on how to facilitate the communication of
users (DG3).

AR user representation. The Virtual View includes a synchronized
representation of the AR user with a simplified avatar composed
of a sphere wearing the 3D model of a Microsoft HoloLens 2 and
virtual hands (see Figure 4.6). Each hand is represented by 24 joints,
connected by canonical shapes, such as cylinders and squares. Both
hands and head positions are retrieved from the MRTK libraries [267].
In the External View, a vertical arrow on top of the physical head of
the AR user communicates an interaction point for previewing and
selecting the Headset View. If view point representation is not visible
through the current viewpoint, arrows are pointing on the side of the
screen in their direction to easily retrieve them. This technique have
also been used, for example in [143] or [235].

Pointing stick. As several participants of our formative study pro-
posed, it is often useful to directly point in the remote scene, e.g.,
to indicate an object or provide instructions about where to place
it. ARgus provides such functionality through a Virtual Stick (see
Figure 4.7-middle). The stick starts from the viewpoint’s origin. Its
direction is controlled with the mouse, while its length can be adjusted
with the mouse wheel. A small sphere represents its tip, which is red
if colliding with a 3D element and grey otherwise. A dotted line in-
dicates its pointing direction, starting from its tip and projected until
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(a)
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Figure 4.7: Tools available in ARgus: Spherical View (a), Virtual Stick (b)
and annotations (c).

its collision with a 3D model in the scene. We considered results by
Brown et al. [22], who report that users express a strong preference
for surface-constrained pointing under all circumstances. A virtual
camera is attached to the tip of the stick, and a preview of this camera
is displayed on the top-left corner of the main window, helping users
perceive depth and understand where the Virtual Stick is pointing at.
In the Headset View, the view is frozen from the time users activate
the Virtual Stick until they stop using it. Like in TransceiVR [239],
freezing the moving view allows users to focus on an interesting
viewpoint and achieve more accurate pointing.

Annotations. Overlaying information in an AR workspace in a
spatially meaningful way can improve human performance and de-
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Figure 4.8: System’s architecture and implementation.

crease mental workload [229]. Likewise, using shared virtual landmark
increase user experience and facilitate spatial referencing in collab-
oration [165, 204]. In all views of ARgus, remote users can use the
Virtual Stick to add annotations represented as colored spheres. In
Figure 4.7-right, for example, the remote user has added a yellow and
a blue annotation to suggest target locations for placing furniture. The
user interface shows a list of all activate annotations (up to five in our
evaluation study), allowing users to quickly review and remove them.

4.3.4 Architecture and Implementation

ARgus was developed in Unity 2019.4. Its architecture relies on a client-
server model connecting a remote desktop user and a local AR headset
to a local server (see Figure 4.84). The server keeps a synchronized
version of the 3D scene and records the AR user’s physical workspace
with the external depth camera. It generates the External View by
augmenting the camera video feed with the objects of the 3D scene.
Occlusions between the virtual objects and the physical objects are
managed through the depth map of the external camera: for each
pixel, a shader displays either the streamed video or the virtual object
according to their depth information.

The AR headset is connected to the server as a client using the Unet
library. It maintains a synchronized version of the 3D scene, which is
used both to render AR user’s augmented view in the headset and
to generate the video feed of the Headset View. It also transmits the
AR user’s head and hands positions and orientations. To calibrate the
AR headset reference frame and the depth camera reference frame,
the virtual space origin is defined (i) manually by the AR user who

4 The figure includes icons made by Freepik and Good Ware from www.flaticon.com.
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needs to position a 3D object on an AprilTag [250] marker and (ii)
automatically by the depth camera, which detects this marker using
the ViSP library [156].

The application of the remote user is also connected to the server
as a client using WebRTC. We built a custom protocol based on this
technology to synchronize 3D object states (position and rotation) and
software events (tools, logs, etc.). The application can thus render a
synchronized version of the 3D scene to create the Virtual View. In
addition, it receives the video feeds from the AR headset and the
server based on the Mixed-Reality WebRTC libraries [269] to display
the External View and the Headset View.

4.4 user study 2

We conducted a second user study that investigates our second re-
search question (RQ2). The study examines how remote collaborators
use ARgus to provide instructions to a local AR designer.

As for our first study, we opted for an experimental design that
avoids contamination risks due to the COVID19 pandemic. The exper-
imenter (first author) acted as the local user wearing the AR headset,
while participants acted as remote collaborators and completed the
tasks from their home or office. A preregistration [38] of the study is
available at https://osf.io/6dhzn.

4.4.1 Participants

12 volunteers (4 women and 8 men) participated in the study with
an age ranging from 24 to 29 years old (Median = 27.5 years). All
were frequent or occasional users of at least one video-communication
application. Two participants frequently or occasionally used an AR or
a VR headset, while five participants had no previous experience with
AR/VR technologies. Eight participants were frequent or occasional
users of 3D games, game engines, or 3D modeling environments.
Before starting the tasks, we verified that all participants had a stable
internet connection (we replaced four initial participants who could
not continue due to connection problems). We followed the same
recruitment process as for our first study.

4.4.2 Apparatus and Conditions

As for the first study, the experimenter interacted with a Microsoft
HoloLens 2 in a workspace created in his home environment. We
evaluated a simplified version of the ARgus (written here as ARgus)
to help participants quickly master the key features of the interface.
More specifically, we deactivated its support for viewpoint recording
since it was not useful in our experimental task. We also used pre-

https://osf.io/6dhzn
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.9: Experimenter wearing a Microsoft Hololens 2 (a) collaborating
with a participant using ARgus on a desktop computer (b).

selected positions for the spherical view, suitable for the 3D model
used in this study. To activate the tool, participants had to right-click
on a yellow cylinder located at three relevant positions of the model
(one for each room of a house model). The cylinder then became the
rotation center of the Spherical View. As we observed in our first
study, finding a good placement for the external depth camera is not
trivial and largely depends on the task. We decided to use the same
configuration as for the first study: we positioned the camera at 2m
height, 30◦ downwards to face the experimenter and to capture his
moving body and his augmented workspace, minimizing occlusions.
We used the Headset View as control condition. As in our first study,
this condition did not provide any interaction capabilities.

Participants downloaded and executed a single Unity application
for both conditions on their personal computer. The user interface
had a fixed-size window with a 1920× 1080 resolution. A step-by-step
tutorial about the system functionality and the tasks was directly
embedded in the system. For verbal communication between the
participants and the experimenter, we used a commercial application
(Skype or Discord).

4.4.3 Task

ARgus’ functionalities can support remote mixed-reality participatory
design in a range of domains, such as furniture arrangement [22] and
urban planning [31, 200]. We decided to focus on a furniture arrange-
ment task because it was used in the past by other related studies [75,
111, 201]. As in our formative study, this task requires participants
to search for 3D pieces in the workspace of the experimenter, find a
target location for them, and instruct the experimenter to place them
correctly. In contrast, we now looked for tasks that would involve both
physical and virtual objects in a scene. We considered two alternatives:
(i) the AR user manipulates virtual pieces within a larger physical
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Figure 4.10: Symbols on the walls of the virtual house model to constrain the
placements.

frame of reference (e.g., as in Figure 4.5); or (ii) the AR user manip-
ulates physical pieces (miniature furniture) within the virtual model
of a house. We opted for the second alternative, as it provides richer
opportunities for virtual navigation and better captures the trade-offs
of different representations. The task simulates the situation where a
remote buyer communicates with a furniture designer (or seller). The
furniture designer follows instructions to try miniature models of his
or her collection in a virtual model of the buyer’s house.

We introduced several constraints to create various arrangement
tasks unknown to the experimenter. Zodiac symbols were randomly
displayed on pre-defined positions on the virtual house model’s walls
(see Figure 4.10). We chose these symbols as they are easy to identify
but hard to verbally describe. This way, we forced participants to rely
on intrinsic landmarks of the model for communicating positions,
rather than artifacts that are absent in real-world tasks. Two symbols
were randomly assigned to each participant. In each room, these two
symbols were located on perpendicular walls and defined a cross-
shaped forbidden area: the line in front of each symbol was not
available to place furniture.

Participants were asked to arrange furniture for three thematic spots
randomly chosen among nine. The functional aspect of these spots
was described textually. For example, a "living spot" was described
as "a place where people can meet and spend some time together".
To perform this task, participants could choose miniature furniture
among six storage cabinets, four tables and ten chairs (see Figure 4.11).

To complicate the task, we required each miniature chair to be ap-
propriately oriented so that sitting people can see a virtual window
without moving their head too much. To be valid, a spot had to in-
clude at least two pieces of furniture, meet the placement constraints
and represent an harmonious layout (according to the participant’s
preferences). The symbols, constraints and spot description were com-
municated to participants at the beginning of each task and made
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Figure 4.11: Miniature furniture manipulated by the experimenter according
to the participant’s instructions.

available at any time in a specific panel of the interface (see Figure 4.5).
This information was unknown to the AR local user.

As for Study 1, we tried to reduce the experimenter’s influence [131]
by constraining his verbal interventions to only ones required for the
completion of the task, i.e., asking the participant to repeat instructions,
and asking for confirmation of planned or completed actions.

4.4.4 Design and Procedure

We followed a within-participant design, where all 12 participants
tested both user interface configurations. Half of them were first
exposed to the Headset View. The other half were first exposed
to ARgus. After signing a consent form, participants completed an
online demographic questionnaire. They were then introduced to the
two configurations. For ARgus, participants went through a tutorial
presenting each tool step-by-step. For each configuration, participants
completed a practice and main task. The practice task required the
arrangement of one thematic spot.

At the end, participants completed a questionnaire that evaluated
their experience with the two configurations that they tested. The full
procedure lasted approximately 70 to 90 minutes.

4.4.5 Data Collection and Measures

We collected participants’ answers to a pre- and a post-questionnaire.
The post-questionnaire evaluated the efficiency of each user interface
configuration with a Likert scale of four items with seven levels (1
= Inefficient, 7 = Efficient). It also assessed the importance of verbal
communication for each configuration with a Likert scale of four
items with five levels (1 = Not important, 5 = Very important). The
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questionnaire further evaluated the utility of the views and interactive
tools of ARgus configuration and collected participants feedback about
their use. We also collected logs of low-level events that describe the
use of interactive tools and view transitions during the task. Due to
technical problems, logs were not collected for one participant (P5).

Finally, we recorded and manually transcribed participants’ voice
during the tasks. We then distinguished among phrases that provide
remote instructions and other non-instructional content, such as tran-
sitional ("ok", "now") and thinking-aloud sentences. Instructions were
further classified into three subtask categories: identifying & reaching
an object, manipulating an object, and moving in the scene. These
categories cover the full set of instructions that we identified and
do not overlap. We started with a finer-grained coding scheme. In
particular, we initially tried to differentiate among instructions on
identifying and reaching objects or locations, and among instructions
that concerned different types of manipulation actions. However, these
categories were often fused, which made their coding uncertain and
unreliable. We thus finally opted for larger categories.

The first and second author decided together on how to segment
the transcripts and code the segments by inspecting the data of the
first participant. They independently coded the transcripts of three
additional participants. They then discussed and finalized the segmen-
tation and coding scheme. As a last step, the first author re-coded all
the transcripts, while the second author independently coded the tran-
scripts of the last two participants. We calculated inter-coder reliability
at the word level both for distinguishing between instructions and
non-instructions (Krippendorff’s α = .98, 95% CI [.97, .99]) and for the
overall classification that also considers the type of instruction (Krip-
pendorff’s α = .97, 95% CI [.96, .98]). Inter-coder reliability scores are
high, so we count and analyze the words in participants’ transcripts
for all the above categories.

4.4.6 Questions and Hypotheses

We expected that participants might develop diverse strategies to
complete the tasks. Our goal was to observe and understand these
strategies. We were particularly interested in two questions:

q1 : Will participants find the three views of ARgus useful, and how
will they make use of them?

q2 : Will participants find the user interface tools useful, and how will
they make use of them?

Furthermore, we wanted the participants to reflect about how they
completed tasks with the two configurations and report on their trade-
offs. Tait and Billinghurst [227] found that increased view indepen-
dence reduces the number of verbal instructions among collaborators.
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Likewise, we expected that ARgus would reduce reliance on verbal
communication, because it gives more viewing freedom to remote
users and provides opportunities for completing the task more effi-
ciently. More formally, we tested the following three hypotheses:

h1 : The mean perceived efficiency will be higher for ARgus.

h2 : The mean perceived importance of verbal communication will be
lower for ARgus.

h3 : The mean number of words for communicating instructions will
be lower for ARgus.

Like Tait and Billinghurst [227], we are interested in the link between
view independence and communication performance. However, our
studies are distinct from each other. First, since we do not reconstruct
the model of the physical scene, we investigate view independence
through complementary views with different levels of navigation
control. Therefore, we also try to identify the view-control strategies
that participants develop to carry out the task. Second, our system
includes an external view, which also shows the physical body of
the local user. Note that Tait and Billinghurst [227] recognize the
potential benefits of an external view and identify it as a promising
configuration for future studies. Third, Tait and Billinghurst [227]
test the positioning of physical objects on a physical table. We study
instead a more complex task that requires collaborators to position
physical pieces within a larger virtual model. In our case, collaborators
need to deal with occlusions in the AR scene, thus both physical
and virtual navigation are essential for completing the task. Finally,
annotations in their system are virtual replicas of a small collection
of physical objects, which are conveniently placed on the surface of a
table. Our annotation mechanism is simpler but more generic, as it lets
remote participants mark any virtual or physical object and location
in the 3D workspace with little manipulation effort.

4.4.7 Results

Anonymized data from this study and the R code of our analyses are
available as supplementary material at https://osf.io/g7xas/. Here,
we summarize our results.

Use of tools and view representations. We first summarize the
strategies that participants used to complete the task under the ARgus

condition. For each participant (except for P5), Figure 4.12 visualizes
the active views during the task and the use of previews, the pointing
stick, and the spherical view. We emphasize that we did not encour-
age participants to be fast, and the time range that we show does
not always reflect active collaboration time. Some participants (e.g.,

https://osf.io/g7xas/
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Figure 4.12: Use of the three view representations, the pointing stick, and the
spherical view by the participants of the evaluation study for
the main task under ARgus. Circled participants were exposed
to ARgus first.

P1) spent initial time to think about the constraints of the task and
further explore the available tools. It is not a surprise that the slowest
participants in Figure 4.12 were exposed to ARgus first (in circle).

Overall, all participants frequently transitioned among views during
the task, which demonstrates the utility of our approach. However,
we observe that the Virtual View and the Headset View dominated
the participants’ choices. The External View was heavily used by
P1 and P3 and sparingly by three other participants. Participants’
questionnaire responses are consistent with these patterns. Three only
participants found the External View to be useful (P3) or very useful
(P1, P9). P2 explained that he did not "feel the need" to use it but "in
a bigger environment it could have been useful to guide the partner quickly
from one point to another."

The three view representation were used in two different ways: (i)
as main active views or (ii) through the preview window. Figure 4.12

shows that several participants (P2, P4, P7, P9, P10, and P11) exten-
sively used the Headset View in preview mode from the Virtual

View. According to P4, "the headset view caused dizziness [...] I stayed in
the virtual view and watched the headset view from the window." P2 agrees
that "having the headset view showing in the corner while navigating and
pointing in virtual view was the ideal setup."
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The stick was activated in all three representations either as a point-
ing or as an annotation tool. For example, P1 and P3 regularly used
it from the External View to indicate furniture pieces. P4, P6, and
P12 used in combination with the Virtual View to indicate target
positions. Other participants did not feel the need to use it: "I did
not use the stick as the rooms had enough identifiable elements to allow my
partner to understand my instructions" (P5). Finally, a smaller group of
participants made use of the spherical view. According to P1, it is
"the best to manage the constraints" but other participants did not agree:
"I was comfortable enough with virtual navigation not to feel the need to
resort to the spherical view" (P2); "I tried to use the spherical view but I am
not enough comfortable with in comparison with rotate and translate so I
abandoned." (P6); "I would have liked a 2D mapping" (P5). The spherical
mapping that we used is generic but may not be the most appropriate
for the specific task. Alternative mappings that better adapt to the
geometry of the virtual model might indeed improve the usability of
the tool.

Perceived efficiency. We compare the efficiency of the two user
interface configurations as perceived by our participants. We use again
Bayesian cumulative probit models [25] for our analysis (see Sec-
tion 4.2). Figure 4.13 summarizes our results. Overall, participants
rated ARgus as more efficient (see Hypothesis H1). This was especially
the case for verifying the constraints in the scene. For this task, free
navigation through the virtual view seemed to be crucial. According
to P6, the Headset View causes "seasickness", while P9 commented
that its resolution "was not so effective to perceive accurately the symbols
on the walls when having a wide point of view." In contrast, seven par-
ticipants rated the Headset View as more efficient for helping them
to perceive the workspace of their partner despite the fact that the
ARgus configuration provided a richer set of views and options for
observing the remote space. The added complexity of this interface
can explain this result: "Having only one solution forces to rely on it and
in the case of the headset, forces to establish an efficient communication with
the partner, that can be lacking when overwhelmed by all the possibilities of
the different views and the difficulty to master them all" (P3).

Reliance on verbal instructions. Figure 4.14 compares the mean
difference between configurations in participants’ perception about
the importance of verbal communication. Overall, verbal communi-
cation was perceived as less important for ARgus (see Hypothesis
H2), particularly for describing which pieces of furniture to take and
where to place them. P10 explained that verbal communication is
more important for the Headset View "because you cannot point with
as much precision as with the stick and you cannot see equally well symbols
and distances."
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Figure 4.13: Comparing the perceived efficiency of the two user interface
configurations (N = 12). We use again Bayesian ordinal (cumu-
lative probit) models [25]. The bars in the graph represent 95%
credible intervals of mean differences over a latent continuous
variable and can be treated as estimates of standardized effect
sizes.

Figure 4.14: Comparing the importance of verbal communication for the two
user interface configurations (N = 12). We use again Bayesian
ordinal (cumulative probit) models [25]. The bars in the graph
represent 95% credible intervals of mean differences over a latent
continuous variable and can be treated as estimates of standard-
ized effect sizes.

Our transcript analysis provides additional information about how
participants verbally communicated instructions. Figure 4.15 summa-
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rizes our results. Overall, the ARgus user interface reduced the number
of words that belonged to instructions by 151.8, 95% CI [25.7, 278.0],
t(11) = 2.65, p = .023 (see Hypothesis H3). To put this number in
perspective, participants pronounced on average 834.5 words with
the Headset View, where 435.6 of these words were instructions.
We observe that clear differences between conditions only concern
instructions that ask the experimenter to move around the model. Sur-
prisingly, there is no clear difference in the number of words used by
participants to guide the experimenter on how to identify, reach, and
manipulate (e.g., translate or rotate) objects. A possible explanation of
this result is the fact that five participants did not at all use the stick
(see Figure 4.12) and relied on verbal instructions for these subtasks.
Indeed, a post hoc analysis shows a strong correlation between the
use of the stick (binary variable) and the difference of words used for
these subtasks (Point-biserial correlation = .79, 95% CI [.40, .94]). Seven
participants who used the stick pronounced 156.9 fewer words (95%
CI [41.8, 271.9]) with ARgus when they provided instructions for these
subtasks. This result, however, must be treated with caution because
uncontrolled ordering effects may exaggerate the difference.

4.4.8 Discussion

Overall, our results confirm that remote desktop collaborators can
benefit from the multiple views of ARgus, since each view is best
adapted to a different aspect of the task. The Virtual View makes
navigation in the virtual model easier and independent of the po-
sition and visual focus of the local AR user. The External View

provides a static overview of the workspace, showing both virtual
and physical objects. Finally, the Headset View allows remote users
to directly observe the view and actions of their local partner and
provide direct instructions. Our participants demonstrated various
strategies on how to combine these views with the tools of ARgus.
Given previous results [67, 223], we expected a more extensive use of
the External View. However, using all three views can be complex,
increasing cognitive costs. So many participants judged that the Vir-
tual View and the Headset View were enough for completing the
task. Nevertheless, mastering all combinations of views and previews,
as well as developing strategies to use them effectively in various steps
of the collaboration, may require a long learning process that we did
not assess in our studies. Finding a good viewpoint for an external
camera also remains a problem. A solution may be to reposition the
external camera on the fly depending on the collaborative situation, as
explored in Giusti et al. [80]. The nature of the task may also explain
why most participants largely relied on the Virtual View to complete
the task. It is reasonable to expect that if key objects and landmarks in
the scene were mostly physical rather than virtual, the Virtual View
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.15: Results of transcript analysis. We compare the number of words
pronounced by the 12 participants to provide instructions. The
grey boxes at the left show the total number of words with non-
instructions. The error bars at the right represent 95% confidence
intervals derived from the t-distribution.

might be less appropriate, while the two other views might be more
frequently used. Clearly, there are trade-offs in the choice of each view
that largely depend on where the task falls in the continuum between
virtual and physical.

The results support our three hypotheses. Participants perceived
on average that ARgus was more efficient than the control Headset

View condition (H1) and lessened the importance of verbal communi-
cation (H2). We also found that ARgus reduced the average number
of words of remote instructions (H3), which corroborates previous evi-
dence [227] that increased view independence reduces the prevalence
of verbal instructions.

We acknowledge that our experimental method and setup present
several limitations. The experimenter took the role of the local collabo-
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rator in all experimental sessions, which inevitably limits the external
validity of our results. The variable quality of the internet connection
and the limited resolution of the HoloLens frontal camera may have
had an effect as well. Furthermore, we studied one only part of the
bilateral collaboration, neglecting how the local AR user perceives
and interprets instructions given by the remote collaborator through
multiple complementary views. Future user studies should thus ex-
amine the collaboration strategies (verbal communication, physical
navigation, and gestural interaction) of local users, and their need
for awareness of remote user actions. Finally, we are interested in
enriching ARgus’ pointing, annotation, and hybrid navigation tools
and evaluate their collaboration effectiveness with more specialized
experimental tasks.



5
C O N C L U S I O N A N D F U T U R E D I R E C T I O N S

My dissertation explored new ways of enhancing collaboration through
the use of Augmented Reality (AR) technologies. The aim was to ex-
pand the boundaries of interaction design beyond what is achievable
in the physical world, with a specific focus on collaborative design
tasks. I studied two research directions based on the spatial proximity
of collaborators. The first direction investigated co-located collabora-
tion, while the second looked at remote collaboration. In each case, I
identified the primary limitations in past research and designed new
interactive systems to address them.

In the context of co-located collaboration, design tasks raise sev-
eral issues about visualization and privacy. In particular, co-located
users experience occlusion and space occupancy conflicts when they
simultaneously modify the same virtual object or create new content
around the same location. Their previous creations can also compete
for space with their current design explorations. AR enables users to
see and interact with multiple virtual spaces while staying at the same
physical space. I argue that bringing this insight into the context of
collaborative design can help us address the aforementioned issues.

In order to achieve this objective, I created a conceptual framework
for collaborative design in AR that enables multiple versions of virtual
artifacts. These versions correspond to different states of the collabo-
rators’ virtual space and are reified as Version Objects. These objects
can be manipulated in space, arranged in collections, and compared
with each other using preview tools or 3D portals. The conceptual
framework also allows collaborators to desynchronize or synchro-
nize their virtual spaces. They can thus create and perceive different
augmentations while evolving in the same physical space. All these
concepts enable them to visualize overlapping versions of a 3D model
and to control the visibility of their creations and their workspace. I
proposed an implementation of this framework and demonstrated its
use through a scenario in which two AR headset users generate ideas
by sketching in 3D on a sewing mannequin.

In the context of remote collaboration, tasks that involve physical
and virtual content raise concerns about the workspace awareness of
the remote users. They rely either on a workspace reconstruction or
on a video-based technique. The first one is limited by its technical
complexity and its dependence on the reconstruction quality, while
the second one is limited by the fixed viewpoint of the camera. I argue
that combining pointing/annotating tools with multiple views that
constitute a trade-off among workspace representation, viewpoint,
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and navigation control, may address these limitations. To explore this
problem, I targeted a scenario where a remote desktop user wants to
collaborate with an AR headset user by interacting with both physical
and virtual content. I first conducted a user study that compares three
view representations for the remote desktop user: (i) a first-person
view showing augmented video from the AR headset, (ii) a third-
person view displaying augmented video from an external camera,
and (iii) a virtual view providing a free viewpoint on a fully virtual
representation. Structured as two independent sub-studies with 12 par-
ticipants each, this study confirmed that each view presents different
benefits, targeting different aspects of the collaboration. Based on these
insights, I developed ARgus, a multi-view collaboration system that
provides tools for effectively switching among views, virtually navigat-
ing in the remote AR workspace, pointing, and annotating 3D models.
I then ran a second user study to evaluate how 12 remote participants
used ARgus to instruct a local user wearing an AR headset to arrange
physical furniture miniatures in a virtual house model. I observed that
participants frequently switched among views or concurrently used
them through ARgus preview functionality. These results also suggest
that the added flexibility of ARgus multi-view interface allows remote
users to verify spatial constraints more efficiently and reduces their
reliance on verbal instructions.

Below, I discuss limitation of this work and identify promising
research directions for the future.

5.1 limitations

In the context of collaborative design, pushing the limits of interaction
beyond what is possible in the physical world can enhance collabora-
tion, as presented previously. However, it is important to acknowledge
the limitations that arise from breaking away from the constraints
and rules of the physical world. In particular, it can destabilize users
who are accustomed to such constraints and rules. This section dis-
cusses the limitations that can arise when going beyond the unique
instance of space that is available in the physical world and a single
user viewpoint.

5.1.1 Beyond a unique space

Breaking the constraint of a unique 3D space and allowing multiple
parallel versions of objects to exist can first create limitations in the
way users interact with the virtual content. In chapter 3, Version Ob-
jects were proposed as a means of creating and managing alternatives
of augmentations. While traditional 3D model manipulation can be
used to move Version Objects in space and organize them, the presence
of numerous alternatives may cause cognitive overload by providing
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a large amount of information and hindering users’ selection pro-
cess. Additionally, these objects may obstruct virtual content if placed
between users’ viewpoints and objects of interest. Reifying groups
of objects or adapting the visibility of 3D objects could be further
investigated to address these limitations.

Likewise, many alternatives may generate difficulties in identifying
each of them. In chapter 3, I introduce a technique to retrieve alterna-
tives that do or do not share selected 3D content. A high number of
retrieved alternatives might raise the same issues as the ones described
in the previous paragraph. Other techniques [79, 101] could be used
to reduce these effects.

Furthermore, Version Objects only consider alternatives to virtual
content. This means that any changes made to the physical environ-
ment are visible to all collaborators, which may not always be desirable.
To address this issue, virtuality can provide partial support. The first
approach is to switch to a virtual representation of the physical object
and make modifications effective on the virtual 3D model, as is done
with proxies [62, 168]. Another approach is to rely on the ability of
Augmented Reality to hide physical content [87]. In video see-through
Augmented Reality, object removal and inpainting techniques can
make physical objects partially or fully disappear from users’ view,
letting them experience a Diminished Reality [91, 116]. Co-located users
in Diminished Reality could then perceive different appearances of
the same physical object and thus consider various alternatives simul-
taneously. However, physical objects or part of physical objects remain
tangible even if they are not visible. Further investigation should be
done to address this limitation.

Allowing for multiple virtual spaces at a time can also hinder col-
laboration among users. “One “play it safe” design strategy is to strictly
adhere to a physical world metaphor so that our everyday intuitions can be car-
ried over into the medium supplied by the technology” [212]. This statement
from Randall B. Smith aims to support real-time interaction by consid-
ering all the “subtleties of human communication” in a collaborative
scenario. The framework presented in the chapter 3 does not apply
this “What You See Is What I Think You See” principle to provide new
interaction for collaboration, such as privacy or parallel creation. This
disparity with the physical world may damage communication and
consequently understanding among collaborators.

Having desynchronized virtual spaces among collaborators can
also lead to conflicts in physical space occupation. Empty spaces
in a user’s virtual space may not be empty in their collaborators’
virtual spaces, causing users to occupy the same space and potentially
interfere with their collaborator’s work. This effect may be especially
pronounced with small-scaled augmentations. While such limits could
be addressed with feedback, they still require trade-offs between
shared information and workspace privacy.
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5.1.2 Beyond a single viewpoint

ARgus enables users to seamlessly switch among different viewpoints
and different representations, and this can affect the way users per-
ceive space. For instance, when users switch from an augmented-video
view to a virtual view, they can no longer perceive the physical space.
This can be problematic for several reasons. First, users lose the shared
context that comes from being able to see dynamic changes in the phys-
ical environment. Then, this loss of context also hinders users’ ability
to point and annotate using physical objects as reference points. Fur-
thermore, when switching from the third-person view to another view,
users lose the facial expression and body language related to the body
parts that are not tracked. These limitations hamper the workspace
awareness and may have a negative impact on collaboration.

One way to address these limitations is by using a virtual recon-
struction of the physical world for the virtual view, as presented in
chapter 2. However, as argued in the chapter 4, the quality of re-
construction and the complexity of such techniques can hinder the
collaboration. However, reconstruction of an entire space may not be
necessary as only the features related to the practical tasks may be
needed [45]. Partial reconstruction may then be considered to address
this situation.

5.2 future work

One possible direction for further research is to consider multi-user
interactions in AR, building on the interactions described in previous
chapters but involving more than two collaborators. In Chapter 4, for
instance, multiple users could interact in the same virtual workspace
using either AR headsets or desktop computers. However, one of the
key challenges here is how to represent each user in the virtual space,
as currently only the AR user’s head and hands are visible. To avoid
confusion, annotations and pointing sticks should be associated with
their respective creators. Additionally, future work could investigate
how to resolve any conflicts that might arise when multiple users
interact within the same AR space.

In Chapter 3, an important issue is how to determine which col-
laborators are synchronized with each other. Further research could
explore how users share both their virtual and physical spaces when
not all are synchronized, and how social interactions between synchro-
nized and desynchronized collaborators in the same physical space
might be affected.

Both the ARgus and framework developed in this dissertation could
be integrated to enable the creation and management of 3D sketches
in remote AR collaboration, using Version Objects. This offers new
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design opportunities to expand content creation on traditional desktop
CAD software in an augmented remote workspace.

Beyond these specific directions, this dissertation also presents in-
teractions that depart from traditional physical metaphors. Further
research could explore additional interactions based on this approach,
for example, by investigating geometric transformations of the virtual
space in which AR collaborators operate. While previous work has
explored this idea for single-user AR environments, there is potential
for this to be extended to multi-user AR as well. Additionally, research
could explore non-physical metaphors as a design strategy for creating
new interactions in collaborative AR, as this area has received less
attention to date. By thinking about metaphors and their limitations,
designers may be able to create new and innovative interactions that
can enhance collaborative AR experiences.
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